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I LUCKY
UP A TREE... 40 feet up, to be exact. 
That’s where tliis cat stayed for almost 
72 hours this week! The animal was 
chased up the tree by a pair of dogs 
Saturday, then became frightened and 
refused to come down, Pat Dietrich, 
2234 Ardwell Ave,, reported the 
feline's plight to the SPCA.whotold her
they wouldn't go near it until it had 
been up for 72 liours. Just before the 
SPCA was due -- early Tuesday 
morning — the cat came under attack 
from a flock of ravens. Enough is 
enough ... down she came?, to be met 
with a bowl of milk and a consoling 
word from Pat.
I
By STEPHEN BREWER 
Review Staff Writer
An elderly Sidney woman is alive today because a 
Sidney volunteer fireman — alone and unassisted — 
had the courage to enter her burning home and pull 
her to safety late Monday night.
Fireman Fred Morowitz
braved temperatures upwards 
of 200 degrees to pull Mrs. 
Florence Leslie from the 
blazing infqrpo which had 
once been her kitchen, Sidney 
Fire Chief Hugh Loney told 
The Review Tuesday.
And he did it alone, with no 
other firemen, no equipment 
and no special protective 
clothing to back him up.
“It’s very fortunate (for 
Mrs. Leslie and her husband) 
Fred was driving by when he 
was,’’ Loney said in an in­
terview.
“If he hadn’t been, we’d 
have had at least one fatality, 
probably two”
Loney said the fire had first 
been spotted by Morowitz, 
who was driving by the 
Leslie’s 9690 Fifth Street home 
at about 11:30 p.m. Monday.
As he was passing, a window 
in the house exploded and a 
’ billowing cloud of black smoke 
began pouring from the house.
Morowitz’; reaction was 
imnlediate:
“He didn’t even have his 
wife there;, . he had sent her to 
’ turn in the alarm,’’ Loney said 
;''Tuesday.
“He stayed there by himself 
and went in after that woman 
..; I can’t really praise him 
enough.
“Under those cir­
cumstances, he wasn’t really 
operating as a fireman but 
as a civilian, someone off the 
street who saw something 
which needed doing and who 
did it.’’ ’
Morowitz him.self ~ who 
suffered burns to his hand 
while he was re.scuing Mrs, 
Leslie — was modest about his 
actions.
“It’s being built up beyond 
what actually happened,’’ he 
said in a Review interview 
'Fuesday.
He said ho had spotted the 
fire, stopped and ran to the 
back of the house, where 
Lawrence Leslie was just 
emerging from the kitchen.
The man told Morowitz his 
wife was still inside the 
hiirning house.
Morowitz pushed past him 
into the blazing kitchen.
“She had come within 10 
feet of (he door,’’ Morowitz 
said Tuesday,
“I really didn’t do all that 
muel).,.
“I told her to got down on 
the floor, then I crawled to her 
and dragged her out/’
Within minutes atter 
Morowitz staggered from the 
burning home wltlj his 
proclous burden, the first fire 
truck was on the scene.
The Leslies wore rushed to 
Rest Haven Hospital In a 
private car, while firemen 
struggled in vain to save what 
had once been their home,
Tlio trucks were on the 
scene within three minutes of 
Mrs, Morowitz’ call,
"Hut it was going pretty 
.strong l»y tlie time wo got
one fireman saidthere,’’
Monday.
“There was little we could 
do but try to keep it from 
spreading.’’
When the trucks arrived, the 
Leslie’s neighbors became 
aware that a tragedy was 
being acted out next door.
“I had just dozed off when 
the fire engines came by,’’ one - 
neighbor told The Review in 
an interview early Ikiesday 
morning.
“I looked out and saw 
flames coming from the 
Leslie’s windows...
“My first thought was for 
Mr. Leslie.
“He smoked ... the first 
thing that came to my mind 
was that it had started in the 
living room, in the chester­
field...
“He must have dropped a 
cigarette or something.”
That conclusion was sup­
ported later Tuesday by 
Loney, who said it " was; 
“probable” the blaze had 
started in the front room of the 
five room house.
; It was also likely tlie blaze 
had started in the chesterfield,£ 
Loney said; after a cigarette; 
had been dropped on the 
furniture.
The volunteer firemen 
fought the blaze for a full 90 
minutes.
As they rolled their hoses, 
the Leslies were at Rest 
Haven Hospital, being treated 
for the injuries they had 
suffered,
Mrs. Leslie suffered second- 
degree burns to her face and 
hands, a hospital spokesman 
said Tuesday, and is now 
resting in “satisfactory” 
condition.
Leslie suffered from smoke 
inhalation and was released 
from hospital early Tuesday 
morning.
Both are alive, both will 
live.
Thanks to Fred Morowitz.
Crossing 
draws protest
Provincial Minister of High­
ways Graham Lea will soon 
get a letter from the Saanich 
Peninsula School Board, 
demanding something be done 
about hazardous conditions at 
the intersection of Wain Road 
and the Patricia Bay High­
way.
“Do we have to wait until 
someone gets hurt or killed 
before something is done?” 
board chairman Rubymay 
Parrott asked Monday.
She was responding to a 
letter from District Highways 
Manager G.W. Harper, 
written in answer to a letter 
which was sent to him in early 
March.
The board had written 
asking Harper what plans his 
department had to reduce the 
hazard at the intersection.
His reply was read at 
Monday’s board meeting, it 
simply said the department 
had no plans to install lights at 
; this time, adcMng “it is bur;; 
policy to carry out periodic 
reviews of all unsignalized 
intersections- for recom- ; 
mendation when traffic 
volume warrants.”
Several trustees protested 
such an, offhand response to 
what they called a matter of 
considerable concern.
Trustee Anne Foerester
pointed out the particular 
hazard at the intersection was 
the way the highway curved 
and the speed of many cars as 
they came down the home 
stretch to the ferry.
“They don’t even have a 
school crossing marking,” she 
said, “or any signs warning of 
a school crossing.”
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
asked if there were many 
children crossing the highway
RUBYMAY PARROTT 
. ; .wait for death?
at the intersection.
Trustee Norma Sealey said 
there were a fair hum’Ber 
crossing now, to go to 
Parkland School.
iMrs. Parrott drew Arm­
strong’s attention to the fact 
that, on the west side of the 
peninsula — from Land’s End 
Road south — there is no safe 
crossing until Beacon Avenue.
Armstrong warned the 
board should be careful not to 
ask for too many crossings or 
to slow down traffic too much.
He said the highway was 
built for speed, but it should 
also be for safety,” Mrs. 
Parrott shot back.
Several possible solutions 
were considered: ai j^estrian 
pverpas s, lights manually 
operated by tbe bus driver, 
sighs; warning of a scl^ol 
crossing and a school 
crosswalk.
In the end, the board 
decided to write to Lea ex- 
pressing concern for the 
safety of children using the 
WainTRoad intersection.
They also requested the use, 
of the existing flsushing yellow , 
lights, warning of ferry 
congesUoh, toKbe usbd; as/a £, 
warning when children were; ; 
crossing the highway; or when £/ 
the school bus / 
discharging its / passengers'
P^O-UNION TRACTS
Booref: Censoring'' books
The Saanich Peninsula 
school board may be taking a 
‘‘censorship approach” 
towards pro-union reading 
material submitted for use in 
area secondary schools, 
District Superintendent Eric 
Lewis said Monday.
Feri-y turns back 
after bomb threat
Passengers aboard the 7 o’clock ferry Wednesday evening didn't 
know 11, hut there might ha vc been a bomb aboard the boat,
The Swartz Bay ferry terminal received n call at 6:55 p.m,, 
warning a bomb hiid been planted on the ferry,
The vc8.s«l hud sailed only minutes earlier,
She was ordered back to Swartz Bay Immediately after the threat 
was culled in.
The bout's capUiin told passengers he was turning back and that 
they would bo expected to disembark Immedlatoly upon arrival.
Ho did not tell them why,
Passengors weren't told of the bomb threat to prevent any panic 
aboard the veoBel, Swartz Bay traffic manager R.J. Innlfl told The 
Review in a telephone Interview Monday.
The ferry was quickly unloaded and Sidney KCMP made n 
thorough search of the vessel when it roturnod to the terminal
No bomb wufl discovered;
The veafiol then sailed to Tsawwastien, 90 rnlnutou behind 
nchodulo.
The threat was not the first for B,C, Ferries, Irmis said Monday.
“We've had bomb hoaxes pulled on us In every major terminal,” 
ho said. ‘
“But this is Ute first at the Swartz Bay terminal In quite some 
time,” ■
The material - sub­
mitted by CUPE, Canadian 
Union of Public Employees for 
board approval ■ was “very 
heavily tainted” in favor of 
labor, Trustee Norma Sealey 
suggested to board members.
She said she was not against 
labor, as such, but there were 
some very fine books on Iho 
market, such os Canadian 
l.nhniir In Transition, which 
presented a more balanced 
view point.
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
glanced at the Jacket covers of 
the booklets across the board 
table and declared thorn to bo 
“obviously propaganda".
Mrs, Sealey pointed to a 
piciuro-whleh depleted 
management and the down­
trodden worker • and said It
was obviously pre-industrial 
revolution material
Chairman Rubymay 
Parrott sqggegted board 
members take a look at tlie 
booklets and form their own 
conclusions regarding Uie 
material
Trustee Ron Tlnney also 
suggested the booklets bo 
passed around, to a sclacUon 
of senior students, for their 
perusal
IJ|<to*^*II»?*'M!»*‘*»'*«*«*****‘*»*»*»****‘'**i*»*i*J*I'''*'’''***
North Saanich council has 
agreoij to endorse the federal 
government's proposal for an 
ocean science Institute at 
Patricia Bay.
At fi meeting last week 
aldermen established a 
special committee to 
negotiate with the government 
on the proposal
Heroin with a street value of 
$1,000 wan Rolzcd by Sidney 
RCMP In a late-nlaht raid 
Friday.
Police said Monday they 
had seized 25 cops heroin 
from a FourtJi Street home lii 
' Sidney,
Calvin Tremhlayi of Sidney, 
Sidney; has boon charged with 
posBCflftloiii of heroin for tlie 
purpoaca of trafficking.
He apivcarod In Victoria 
Provincial Court to face llw 
charge Monday, when he wan 
remanded without plea for one 
week.' ''
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Response good 
for musical





This particular gentleman 
sat in the front row of green 
metal spectator chairs.
RCMPi officer.
“Has he been drinking?”
Constable Mike Clarabut 
nodded.
“Better take him out then.”
The door closed softly, 
without even a click, behind 
the two.
to be up there now. I work in a 
logging camp.”




He wore no tie.
He sat with his arms and 
legs crossed; a shock of his 
grey hair had sprung upright; 
there appeared to be a faint 
scar running diagonally down 
his left cheek.
When his case was called, he 
stood, hesitated, then ap­
proached the judge.
He smiled slightly, his head 
shaking, as though he were 
nodding in silent agreement to 
his accusers.
“Who is your lawyer, Joe?” 
asked Judge Denzil Ashby.
Joe looked around the entire 
court, but did not answer the 
question.
“I don’t see any lawyer 
here, Joe ... did you have a 
lawyer?”
Again the accused man 
declined to answer.
The faintest nick of a smile 
had reappeared.
“Who was he?” queried 
Ashby. “Who was your 
lawyer?”
Joe cupped his left hand 
over his ear.
The judge turned in his 
leather padded chair and 
addressed a plain-clothed
LOGGER FINED
Joseph Patrick Thomas, 
2339 Orchard Avenue, Sidney, 
went through a radar traffic 
monitor on Feb. 1 at 80 mph.
This motivated a patrol car 
to follow him.
He was subsequently 
stopped and given a 
breathalyzer test, then 
charged with driving a motor 
vehicle whilst he had a blood- 
alcohol reading of over .08 per 
cent.
He pleaded guilty.
“Where are you working?” 
asked the judge.
“Kelsey Bay. I’m supposed
Billy Wayne Robinson, 10222 
Third Street, was observed by 
RCMP on Dec. 28 as he drove 
west along Beacon Avenue 
and then down Mills Road 
towards the Legion.
On more than one occasion, 
his vehicle, said a police 
constable, travelled over the 
center line.
He was subsequently in­
terviewed in the parking lot of 
the Legion and returned to the 
detachment office for a 
breathalyzer test.
Reproduced a reading of .19 
per cent.
Mr. Robinson, who works on 
a weather .ship, was fined $350.




FIELD PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES LTD,
1642 RICHARDSON ST. VICTORIA
598-6212
COACH LINES
I EASTER WEEKEND TOUR April 13-15 |
• t7A Each. Double or Twin ;
I ^ Only a few seats left. |
I Three exciting days at Orcas Island Ac- g 
I commodation at the ROSARIO RESORT HOTEL |
on Cascade Bay. Price includes transportation,
robbed
entertained audiences, at Deep Cove 
Elementary School’s production of Oliver 
last week.
Under the combined direction of Wayne 
Coulson (drama) and Mrs. Mary Skinner 
(music), the students began preparing in 
February for the three-day run of the 
musical.
“They gained a great deal from their hard 
work and serious efforts;” Coulson .said this 
' week. '
“Not only did they have to learn their 
dramatic parts, they had to learn the musical
selections, solos and dances;., they learned 
how to make and change scenes, how to work 
as a tearh and to co-operate with all the cast 
members.”
Their efforts did not go unrewarded.
On three comsecutive evenings — Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday — they were greeted 
with enthusiastic response from their 
audiences.
Cast members included David.Aylard, as 
Fagin; Neil Franklin, as Oliver; Chris 
Adams, as the Artful Dodger; Ian Patch, as 
Mr. Bumble; Allan Gorgenson, as Bill Sikes; 
and Kristi Dench, as Nancy.
Thieves came through the 
skylight of Sidney Bakery in 
the early hours last Tuesday 
morning and made off with 
nearly ^00.
But they left behind; another 
$100, Don Hay, owner of the 
shop, said Monday; „:
“I don’t normally leave that j| 
amount; of money around,” - 
admitted Hay; ;
Hesaid the thieves took a lot 
of coins, in particular 50 cent 
pieces and a $5 silver piece ’ 
which he had been saving.
“I’m getting a lot of the 50 
cent pieces back,” Hay said.
Hay reported his bakery has 
been broken into several times 
in the 15 years he has been 
managing it; but, usually, 
only small things have been 
stolen.
Three weeks ago, thieves 
came through the skylight and 
took two birthday cakes.
They took the cakes and 
placed the order forms which 
wore on them on the table.
“They must have known 




Saanich Peninsula farmers 
will gel a chance to make a 
little extra money this sum- 
mor, under a scheme an­
nounced this week by 
provlnciul agriculture 
minister Dave Stupich. *
The chance coiTKss with the 
eslabltshmont of the depart­
ment of agriculture’s Farm 
Vocation Program, a scheme 
designed to lure vacationers to 
farms in rural areas of tho 
province.
The program represents an 
opiMirtunity for rural people to 
supplement their farm in­
come, the minister said,
At the same lime, he added, 
tho program will allpw urban 
families to become belter 
acquainted with rural British 
Columbia and the food 
production process!
Farm vacationers will 
probably Iw* aide lo choose 
according to their preferenco 
— whether they slay in a home
with a farm family, in a 
separate cottage, or in a lent 
or trailer oil a farm, Stupich
said,;';.
Vacnlion costs will vary 
according to area and the type 
of accommodation provided,
The minister said tin* 
program w'ill provide urban 
IKmple with “the opportunity 
lo escape from the presKiires 
of city life and enjoy the pence 
and quiet of the countryside”.
Peninsula farmers in- 
ierested in taking in 
vacationers muler the 
program are encouraged to 
contact D.F. Freed, head of 
the youth development branch 
of the B,C, dciMiiimcnt of 
agriculture, in Victoria (387- 
0511).
TRY





2(529 (liiiicon Avtinm?. Sidiwy, B,C. OBO-3232
The Yukon Itivcr system 
offers I he canmist over 000 
miles of historic wilderness 
river travel.
DAFFODIL TEA
SATUUDAT, march 30 
2:00.4:00 P.M.
(OUR :)RI> ANNIVERSARY)
ALL STOCK REDUCED 
UP TO 50% OFF
MARCH Zi) ro APRILti ilNIA
Margaret Vaughan-BIrch Hall 
Home Cooking — Flowers Noveltie.«i 
AMK|ike« A .C.VV. Af teriuKm Grmip
INCLUDING
Crystal, Doullon, Hummel, Bealeek, 
Chinn, Glassware Etc,
A Compliinentary Rose For The Ladies
,.vj,
Where meats ate a specialty, not a sideline
LOCAL BUTCHERS
FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY
accommodation, 2 dinners and 2 breakfasts.
. CALIFORNIA EXPLORATION TOUR | 
I April 19-291193 Each,Double or Twin|












A beautiful 11 day tour along the coast. Over 
night at Eugene (2 nights), Scotia, Fort Bragg, | 
Santa Rosa, San Francisco (2 nights), Nevada 
City, Reno (2 nights). We will also take in the 
Gray Line tour of San Francisco and Bay cruise 
(included) and a side trip to KORDEL CHAM­
PAGNE CELLARS for a pleasant treat!! Price 
includes ail your transportation, ac­
commodation, side trips. Gray Line tour, the 
services of a fully trained escort, baggage 
handling charges and lots of fun.
a LONG BEACH-WASHINGTON 
iTwin April 21-23,’65 ea.,twin and double




For service & quality shop the 2400 Block Beacon Ave.
v " ...........................
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Beach for overnight on the ocean front, then to 
Seattle for Dinner and an evening at the theatre 
(all included). Overnight at the Double Tree Inn 
in South centre. The next day we tour Seattle and 
/:return; to 'Victoria,
For Information and Reservations
aa
VANCOUVER island COACH LINES








Fire-Eater Michael Doehnel 
(left) threatens Cathy Gilbert 
(at right, in the title role) 
in Saanichton School’s 
production of Pinocchio this 
week.
Students at the school 
staged the production of the 
ever-popular children’s story 
for a large audience in the 
school auditorium on Thur­
sday.
Almost the entire school 
took part in the production in 
one way or another, either as 
actor, stagehand, musician, 
chorus member or costume 
master.




for summer art scliool
Council stalls raply
The first step towards 
establishing a Peninsula 
Summer School of the Arts 
was taken by Saanich 
Peninsula School Board 
Monday evening.
In a letter to the school 
board, school Executive 
Director Peter Stigings 
outlined the aims and ob­
jectives of the summer 
school:
“To promote and encourage 
the study of the many facets of 
the ‘arts’, as a means toward 
the building of character and 
the development of personal 
enjoyment and appreciation of 
the arts as a mode of en­
tertainment and self- 
expression.
“To cooperate with other 
organizations having similar 
aims and objectives.’’
Present plans are to offer a
four week group instruction in 
four areas of the arts: music, 
drama, dance and art.
Within the music area, will 
be included such specialized 
courses as band, levels one 
and two, youth choir, basic 
guitar and classical guitar.
Within the drama area will 
be offered acting, levels one, 
two and three, and within 
dance there will be ballet, 
contemporary, Pas-de-deux, 
musical comedy and rnake-up.
Within the art area will be 
ceramics, arts and crafts, 
painting in the park, weaving, 
textiles, sculpturing and the 
like.
Stigings said course fees 
would range from $15 to $50 
depending on course content 
and the time allotted per day.
Course fees would be used to 
pay instructors an
honorarium and to help defray 
the anticipated administrative 
and office debts.
The arts summer school will 
be a non-profit, community 
service organization.
Trustee Norma Sealey
tern^ed the project “a great 
idea, something we have 
never had in this area before’’.
The board approved the 
summer school in principle 
and referred the matter to the 
executive
attention
The New Horizons Bus for Senior Citizens operates every 
Thursday, leaving the Sidney Bus Depot at 12:15, and going 
to Deep Cove, Brentwood, down Mount Newton Cross Road, 
picking up anyone wishing to come into Sidney. The return 
trip leaves from the Senior Citizens’ Centre and the Bux 
Depot at;{:45 o’clock. This is a very pleasant trip for anyone 
wishing just to go for a ride on a pleasant morning or af­
ternoon. You are all welcome to take this trip. Enquiries to- 
656-2143 : 656-3826 : 656-3412
INTRODUCTORY TALK ON
Groceries — Fruit — Vegetables
ECKANICffl
on corner closure OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINESIDNEY CASH^ CARRY
A proposal to close the in­
tersection of Amity Drive and 
the Patricia Bay Highway - 
except right turns on and off 
the highway - was considered 
by North Saanich council last 
Monday.
A letter was read from J.H. 
Harding, senior traffic 
engineer for the department of 
highways, in which he said his 
department had heard from 
residents in the neighborhood, 
who indicated concern about 
the hazards of crossing the 
highway.
The department checked 
with the RCMP, who said the 
accident rate at The in­
tersection was not excessive, 
but who recommended that all l 
cross-movements and left 
turns at tlie intersection be 
prevented.
Hugh Curtis, Saanich and , 
the Islands MLA, recom-- 
mended closing the in-' 
tersection to all east and west
traffic, .
If the department goes 
ahead with its plans to close 
the intersection, they suggest 
there is a suitable road 
paralleling the highway - in air 
except fhe north-west 
quadrant - providing con­
nection to McTavish Road and 
Mount Newton Cross Road.
In the north-west quadrant, 
the East Saanich Road could 
be used.
The department said with 
the suggested closure of 
Amity, additional turning 
movements would be put on 
McTavish and Mount Newton 
intersections and the highway 
and “could hasten the day 
when these .signalized in­
tersections are converted into 
interchanges, with overpasses 
over the highv/ay,"
Speaking on the letter, Aid. 
Eric Sherwood said ho agreed 
with the department’s plans 
for the closure.
“It is a dangerous corner,’’ 
he said.
"It is bettor to close the gate 
before the horse bolts”
He went on^ to say there 
would be a serious accident at 
the crossing sometime, if 
something wasn’t done.
Aid. Wilf Price, who lives in 
the area, said he has waited up 
to 10 minutes at the in­
tersection to get on to the 
highway.
He said, however, before 
agreeing with the change, “we 
have to look at what sort of 
situation we are going to 
create.”
He suggested further study 
should be done.
Mayor Paul Grieve agreed, 
saying there should be con­
sultation with the people who 
are going to be re-routed.
: Aid. Sherwood suggested; 
the; matter be brought before 
the Dean Park Ratepayers’ 
mieeting, requesting their ; 
opinion;
The department of high­
ways had asked for an opinion 
from North Saanich council 
concerning its plan.
Council tabled their reply
until the next regular council 
meetine a move which would
give it time to hear from the 
Dean Park Ratepayers.
Beacon Avenue LTD. Phone 656-1171
“THE PATH OF TOTAL AWARENESS' 
AT THE SIDNEY ECKANKAR CENTRE 
9780 4TH ST. SIDNEY'
THURSDAY MARCH 28 8P.M.
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
TOIliNir m IliTllE:
is ilanaiiig BOW lor ie fiilure 0
In offing 
for cerafre
April 16 will be moving day 
for the children now attending 
Fantasyland kindergarten in 
Sidney.
That’s the day the new 
Fantasyland day care centre 
will open its doors.
The new centre — now under 
construction on First Street — 
will be licenced to handle 50 
children for day care,
Kindergarten claKse.s will also 
be offered, though, a release 
from supervisor Phyllis 
Johnson said this week,
North SaaBlch. joi!, more 
any other gronp In Greater Victoria, will feel the effects of any change.
m mm your help
The new centre will mean 
working mothers will bo able to 
leave their children from 7:30 
n.m, to 5:30 p.m.
Start Thurs., March 28 to Sat.
Treat yourself to savings on homo and fashion items on 
each of the eight value-packed pages of our Big Value 
Days nycr. Homember, you can stop ’till 0:00 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday,
If yo’a haven't received your flyer,.,dial
388-5518
EATON'S
We cannot plan effectively without your help. We need your ideas, 
yonr thoughts, yonr suggestions, your advice.
Why? Becanse airport development affects everyone, directly or in­
directly in your community. Involvement in the planning process is therefore 
essential. ' \
THE TIME ELEMENT
The Ministry’s Airports Planning Division is preparing a long-term
master plan for the airport. Completion date is targeted for December of this 
year. Construction of new facilities will he the next step. Please drop yonr ideas
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provincial dept of asriculture announces plan to LE’’ 1^^^
VACATION ON A W0RK1N6 FARM- SOME H16HLI6MTS OF SUCH A HOLIDAY........
Sidney Aid. Chris Andersen raised an 
interesting point at Monday evening’s 
council meeting.
“The local RCMP,” he said, “are 
running tremendously low on strength 
in this area.
“Their manpower is far lower, in 
numbers, than the dollars North 
Saanich and Sidney are paying for men 
to police this area who aren’t even 
here!”
The local detachment is entitled to 10 
members.
One of these is a secretary.
At present, said Andersen, there are 
eight, including the secretary, plus an 
additional two members — who happen 
to be recruits fresh out of Regina.
Traditionally, such recruits are not 
counted in the strength of a detach­
ment, until they have served a 
probationary six months.
One of these gentlemen has served
three months here; the other com­
mences his probation this week.
Unmarried constables have been 
moved in and out of the Sidney detach­
ment throughout the past 12 months on 
almost a bi-monthly basis.
These moves were dictated by high 
echelon RCMP officers in Victoria.
We cannot help but feel this places an 
unfair burden on those constables, 
settled here with families, who must 
cope both with the constant breaking-in 
of new men and the over-all respon­
sibility of policing, in the most efficient 
way, this end of the peninsula.
Perhaps, as Andersen suggested, the 
town should point out its concern to the 
attorney general’s department.
It’s high time both the local detach­
ment AND this end of the peninsula 
stopped getting the short end of the 
stick.
lUMG-ACUUSTM^f^T
P^ISIOD Allows City 
Accl'i^ate Ther^seWes 
(AlitV^owt HyperveAtil«^tin3 Pwe "to 
Volume o-f OAy3ei^ ir\ eacU bre^tb-




I iMNGFUtt OF 
CWNTgy Am
COAAP^TlTfol^ 
Determine "BQrrsvfdrd hi^bec 
'fhrowing Champ, towl lUmhCr 
receives M Trip to
Pary^ametst s,Victor
To Compete with CcArren’t
Title-Hol«{er...
,Triv5^G LasTURESeRlBS —
"M^rKetinj Boai^s snd 
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There is a move afoot amongst 
certain members of Sidney council to 
once again introduce a by-law con­
cerning underground wiring for new 
subdivisions in this town.
We heartily applaud the architects 
of this long-overdue move.
Should the by-law come into being, 
future subdivisions, two acres and up 
in size, would require underground 
Lwiring.;:^
Saanich and Central Saanich both 
have such a dictum on their books.
There is abundant evidence that
developers in both those municipalities 
have forged ahead, despite the added 
financial burden being placed on them 
in the form of underground wiring 
requirements.
We sincerely hope that Sidney 
council will follow suit.
With considerable folderol, a similar 
proposed by-law was squashed last 
November by Sidney council.
However, —with the new mem­
bership seated on council — there is, 
we hope, every likelihood that the plan 
may well become a reality.
Sidney deserves it. .
\I[S[-[S-fromtloeUt^T
'A«\ribr2."Con3lo(W5rRte,





That was quite a switch North 
Saanich Mayor Paul Grieve made ;.. 
when he asked his council to giye the 
go-ahead to Dean Park Estates before 
couhcil biad received any official w^ 
from the developers as to what they 
were going to do.
Paul assured council that all was 
well^ that the; d^eldim was a good 
ohejJ tlmt seiwiG^ would be paid for by 
the developer and that the green light 
could how be fiasiied:;
Council, quite properly, balked.
Not that the aldermen are against 
the development, but simply because 
they felt they’d like to see something in
writing from the people behind the 
project before approving it in prin-
Juk what the mayor was up to ..w is 
anybody’s gu^is; but it would appear 
thatj at the very least, 'he had his 
priorities in the wrong order.
I mean it. is customary to have 
proposals by a developer inwriting; 
kicked around in debate, and then come 
up with a recommeridatiori.
obviously doesn’t feel that time- 
wasting exercise necessary.
•Jim Hume C-FAX NEWS





,he must bo rrilssing part of tho story.
Harrison Salisbury
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Editor, The Review, Sir:
Tenants have been released 
from the nightmare of won­
dering how much their next 
rent increase would cost.
Wondering if they would get 
a few months’ notice 
demanding a .25 or a 30, or 
even a 40 per cent increase in 
their rent in the mail next day.
All at the whim of their 
profiteering landlord.
The NDP government’s 
tough new bill to stabilize 
rents means that no landlord 
; can raise rents more ‘than ^ 
eight per cent,
I Ahddt’s dated fronVJam T qf 
vtiiis-year.
So if a rent has been raised 
more than eight per cent since 
then, a tenant is entitled to a 
refund.
If that refund does not come, 
the tenant can take the 
complaint to small claims 
court, where no lawyer is 
required.
Rent can still go up this 
year, to allow the landlord to 
pay the higher costs of fuel 
and labor; but, for example, a 
$200 rent in December, 1973 
cannot be more than $216 in 
1974.
Attorney-General Alex 
MacDonald says rent^, have 
boon stabilized because 
; landlords have been
skyrocketing their rents in 
exiicctation of his announced 
I Landlord and Tenant Act,
siohev
Revieiu
which is going to deal with 
how and why people get 
evicted.
The upcoming Landlord and 
Tenant Act will also deal with 
the problem of rent increases.
In the meantime, the rent 
stabilization act means: only 




Editor, the Review, Sir:
In answer to Violet Wood’s 
letter re: “Yellow Jour­
nalism” and the deterioration 
of our once fine newspaper:
Violet, the newspaper’s job 
is to report the news; not just 
the good news, but all the 
news.
T When editors start omitting
stories like “Rapist sought 
after attack,” would you 
rather read about it in the 
headlines or read it in your 
various entertainment 
columns like ‘‘court hews”?
These are not cheap at­
tempts at so-called ‘‘Yellow 
Journalism.”
These are good, honest 
reporting.
‘ The same thing you will see
on the 6 o’clock news or the 
front page of any other fine 
newspaper.
Violet Woods: tar and 
feathers, no; but 
congratulations, yes.
Patrick Shade 
1236 Lands End 
North Saanich
Strikes 'painfur
Editor, The Review, Sir:
The spectacle of nurses, 
schoolteachers arid civil 
servants Threatening to




792 Sea Drive 
Sunday, March 31 
PASSION SUNDAY 
8:30a.m. Holy Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer, 
Litany




9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
7:00 p.ni. Evening Fellovyship 
For information 
Phone 656-5012 
Pastor Rev. Darrel Eddy
FOURSQUARE 
GOSPEL CHURCH
9925 - 5th St. 656-3544 
Rev. K.W. Ridgway, Pastor
ADVEMTIST
CHURCH
Rest Haven Drive; Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer, 
all ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phone 656-2756 
6.56-1121
We invite you In attend and 
enjoy tlu! teaching frotn God’s 




Morning Worsliip 11:00a.m. 
EveningPraiso 7:00p.in.
I suppose there is not a village in the world that dotis not have a 
place where the old men gather under a shade tree lo look back 
down the years and speak of their philosophy.
In the village 1 know best, there is a bench a few yards south of 
tlm general store and post office, a place agreeablo oven In early 
spring to an old man’s bones, and I stop ihorc when I can, ;
The world would be a happier place if we listened more to Uie old 
men, and, in Whitney Ballicll’a words, their '‘ruminatlon boncalh 
-■.the elms”.;"""'" ■
But this la the age of youth-worship.
The man of the hour is the man of action,
Contemplation In a lost art.
It is only In the last year that I have made this discovery,
Before that, I looked on the old men as characters, old dodos lost 
In reminiscence and so in nnothor world.
As most younger men do, I grossly undcrestimnlod the 
shrewtliwos and the common sense of their maturity,
Then one day 1 sal on the bench and listened like a disciple lo two 
septuagenarians.
One of the men, aged 78, had hronght along a clipping of a 
philosophical essay by George Santayana and rend a ivtrtlcuUir 
{jnrugrnph that had appealed lo him strongly.
“I am happy in mental idleness with manual work,” Snntayami 
had written.
“I envy the housemaids, so common In Southern Europe who 
sing as they scrub.
“1 feel that llierc la something sane and comfoiicblc in the old 
women who nit knitting or turning over the masting chestnuts at the 
street'corners,
“I like to spend drowsy hours drawing, cleaning or making 
sunictb-'nig or even rntadUig rny ck*1hc;i,
••Pleasant is solitude among manageable things."
This, said the old man, was a got»d lesson in contentment.
Ho, hlmwdf, ho said, hud just returned from spending two weeks 
with ills daughter and son-in-law and their three children in Ute city 
and It had been n dlstiirbing experience.
•'They aren't eontented psmple,” ho itald.
“They’ve not learned to find happiness in simple tilings.
"Theirwhole life is Hjwnt looking into the future, worrying about 
a promotion for the hu'.band and more possesHions for their home, 
“I was glad to leave."
•‘The trouble with most peoiilo,” said tho second old man, "is llial 
they donot know what they want from life.
“They don't stand back from themselves, as it wore, and make 




Bible St udy 7:30p.m,
The first old man, who affects an air of magnificent can- 
tankerintanessAnd is the best-read inan 1 know, said, “ Ibis is the
age of discontent, ; L . V , ,
"I grow weary of reading that ixuiple of these dtiys are under 
great mental stress and that 'the times’ have miule them unhappy. 
“Writers make ilsound liken disease of ealtle, ,
‘•Yet die tndh is the same as it has always been: a man miml find 
happiness for himself, lUS an individual, and not expect to inherit 
it,"
“That is true," the other agreed, , ,
“The things that make people unhappy (ivre greed and ambition
and envy and they are not cbaracierislie of any age.
"Thedifference is that nowadays |)eople do not look inward lo 
themselves for the answer,
'‘Tlu,'y diagnose their trouble as something universal and witltoui 
a cure."
••They h;ul a i»oll in Britain,” siiid the other, "in which one out of 
every id boys at university said dial they felt sure they could 
qualify as inmates of menial asylums,
“That’s the sickness of today.
“And, they ran lo the (wsycliialrisl.s to get a natne for it, instead of
hKiking for'tlw widiin dwmrdves ” _
“Tliey could find it in Santayana or, lieder, in 1 horeau, said the 
' 'odter.
’•It lakes a struggle and a lonely one to geta set of value.H,"
Ho they talked on, themseives die picdiie ul cimteuUiuail, ,vi.i 
each a mon absohiieiy alone in tho world, existing on an austere 
jie'wh'h possessing very little but the clothes on Ills back.
PENTECOSTAL 
ASSEMBLY OF GOD
9182 E, Saanich Rd,
Hov, E,C. Harper
..■ ■ 656-2545- "
SUNDAYS
Sunday School i);4rt a.m, 
Morning Worship 11.00 a ,m, 
Evangelistic Service 7.00 p.m, 
..TUESDAY .
Bible Study 7,30 p.m,
y MONDAY .
Crusader Girls 6:30 p.m,
A Warm Welcome awaits you
Anglican Clturcli of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Rev. Ivan H. Fuller 
652.-2812
Sunday, March 31 
Passion Sunday 
ST. MARY’S 
0:45 a.m, Matins 
Wednesday, April 3, 
7:30 p.rn. Holy Communion
ST, STEPHEN’S 
0:45 a.m. Family "15" Sunday 
School in Hall.











BRENTWOOD,BAY , , 




Prayer 8. praise Wednesday 8:00 p.m, 




HOliY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay
10,00 a.m, Choral Communion
ST. ANDRE\V’,S CHURCH 
3rd St. Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon
8,00 a.m. Holy Communion 
It,15a,m, MorningPrayer 
Thursday
0,00 a m. Holy Communion
; ':Sim(lay
0:.30 n.m, The Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m, Family Bible 
Hour and Sunday School 





Dodicntod to Sorvico 
sonsiblB prices
Your six community cbapcls





Wcdncftdny 8 p.m, 
Sunday
9:00 a,m. Service at
Royal Cfak Women's Institute 
Hall. 4516 West .Saanich ltd.
8 p.ijii
Wednesday 
Prayer & Bible Study
Jesus said
“I am the Light of the Worhl".
memorial GIFTS
In Mrmnimm ilrsn^lion# 10 uiti
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
PAH4 0R RON ROUl 
Church office 656-2721
iini »n «(n)rf(Ci«l»(l o) rurepncl 
unwl ««t!Uiilv<i|y lof roneatrh, tvid 
should h« idKori, 01- mailsd lo 867 
C«l»iJoni» AvaniiP, Violofm
tu MlU UWUiMVl.*: uiui .411 wH,
(rtcuipt I4«u«a to ihB donor, '
United Church 
of Canada
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
' SAANICH 
Uov. n. Hori Pratt 
Church Office • 6r)6-3213 
Manse - 656-1030 
ST.,lOHN'S DEEP COVE 
Service of Wku'ship 0,30 a,m,
ST. PAUL'S SIDNEY 




Rev, John M, Wood, B.A.
Church Office 652*2713 
Manse 6,52-274(1 : 
.SHADY CREEK. 7160 East 
Saanich Rond
rauiily Servian and *
Sunday SchwilO: 45 n.m.












The largofil independen 
family owned and eonlrolled 
chain in Cftnnda, .Samis sdnee 
1012 Yon are u’ideorne 
come in to any of our chnpol» 
and SCO tho reverent 
surroundings.
W^nesd^, March 27, 1974
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wilf price, representing the
Sidney Rotary Club, hands a cheque 
for $575 to Rest Haven Hospital ad­
ministrator Lloyd Bell in a brief 
ceremony this week. The cheque 
represents Rotary’s contribution
towards the purchase of the fibrometer 
in the foreground. The machine is used 
for tests on the blood of patients 
believed to be suffering from blood 
diseases.
“strike” for higher pay is 
painful.
Are they not well paid?
Aren’t they dedicated to 
public service?
The questions need no an­
swers.
The “training” they so 
loudly pronounce: is it not 
largely at public expense?
More and more socialism 
points the way to human 
relationship.
Warm human relationship, 
if greed is no more.
I think that is all that need 
be said.
How simple to bring 
socialism and enjoyment of 
living into being.
All work and produce for 
.use.
If this is so easy, why not get 
about it?'t 
: At present, not more than 
one-quarter of us do 
productive work.
If the rest of us followed 
suit, we could enjoy four times 
the goods and services we now 
have.
There would be fewer police 
and no armed forces.
Think of the waste there.
Two billion and more dollars 
saved, and all those men 
producing, instead of being 
unproductive.
’Tis sad when you think of a 
useless life.
Is all this feasible?
Worth a thought.
Perhaps the efforts of the 
present govepiment to that 
end are all we can hope for; 




Editor, The Ilovlew, Sir:
The proposed development 
of tho “largest marina in 
B.C." at Saanichton Bay is 
typically indicative of the 
growth mentality that 
presently jM’rvades all sectors 
of society,
Scientific reports toll us \ve 
are running out of energy 
resources .such ns natural gas, 
oil and, Ihereby the 
derivalive.s of oil, .such hs 
gasoline and plastics
The Club of Romo and other 
studies inform us of the ex- 
ponentiul depletion of non 
renewable resources,
Even the infernational oil 
companies do not attempt lo 
hide the fucl.s of eventual 
scarcities.
Even some governments 
exhort the people to conserve 
our energy resources.
De.spite all this Information, 
we continue our hurried 
marcli of affluence to use all 
wo can today and to heck with 
otnorrow.
This proposed marina 
development will provide 
facilities that will ensure 
further gas and oil con­
sumption.
In other words, Parkinson’s 
Law will prevail.
According to the B.C. 
department of industrial 
development, trade and 
commerce, gasoline con­
sumption in B.C. has in­
creased by 27 per cent from
527.615.000 gallons in 1968 to
670.387.000 gallons in 1972.
Diming this same period,
diesel fuel consumption has 
increased by 45 per cent.
These figures are most 
pertinent to the fact that we 
must de-escalate the growth 
syndrome which grips our 
. ^society.;
During the past few years; 
many groups, such as 
S.P.E.C., C.A.S.E.; the
Canadian Environmental Law 
Association and now the Man 
and His Resources con­
ferences, have advocated the 
development of en- 
V i r 0 n m e n t a 1 impact 
statements prior to major 
developments taking place.
Such statements, covering 
the ecological, economic, 
social, resource and aesthetic 
factors, would permit full 
public debate at relevant 
hearings.
These statements and public 
hearings can be powerful 
educational tools and help to 
mold society toward a state 
of environmental integrity 
that is presently lacking.
This association calls on the 
Central Saanich council, the 
regional district and the 
marina developer to produce a 
complete environmental 
impact statement and 
o.slablish a public hearing at 
which all facets of the 
propo.sal can bo examined and 
debuted.
In this regard, C.A.S.E. ha.s 
offered its assistance to the 
municipality to help with 
setting up such a hearing and 
the gathering together of 
adilitional information so 
required.
Our resources available are 
rapidly diminishing.
It is now consequently 
imperative for concerned 
citizens’ voices to be 'heard.
To date, the developers have 
called the major shots.
Derrick Mallard 
President




Editor, The Review, Sir:
God help the “little”, 
people!
If the socialist government 
of B.C. makes us any “littler”, 
we’ll be taxed and intimidated 
out of bed and board.
Between spending some $80 
million of our taxes on 
projects that won’t personally 
pay me a nickle, and sup­
porting some 50,000 civil 
servants hellbent upon 
sharing the wealth and 
equalizing the poverty, here’s 
one “little people” that sees 
red and is mad enough to 
start fighting back!
After working my gut out for 
some 40 years in an effort to 
become a “bigger” people, 
what has our socialist NDP 
done for me?
Given my piggy bank a 
nervous breakdown paying for 
an imperialistic bureaucracy 
seemingly intent upon 
destroying the free enterprize 
system that enabled me to buy 
a wee bouse, work to pull my 
weight and hold my head high.
Like fun will I pay them an 
eight per cent interest for the 
dubious “privilege” of 
deferring my home taxes until 
I strangle to death or give up 
in despair.
Like the miner, prospector, 
landlord, car owner, 
fruitgrower or other tax- 
burdened free enterpriser, 
I’m rolling up my slecvo.‘i to 
rid this l)eioved province of 





SALEABIJ5 ITEMS FOR KINSMEN' 
Phone; «r»fiwi57«.Wc Will Pick Them Ui
MARINE AUTO::: HOME







, . TIDES '
Thu. 28 012,5 8.2 (M120 10.0 1330 1.9 2205 0,8
Fri, 20 0223 tt.fi 06.5.5 0,8 144.5 1.8 2320 0.9
tStU 30 0345 8.8 0745 9.4 1.54.5 2.0
Sun. 31 0030 10.0 0530 8.6 0000 0.0 10.50 2 3
Mon, 1 0120 lO.l 06.55 8,1 102,5 8,6 1805 2.6
Tue. ' ' 2 0205 10,1 07.50 7.2 1210 84 1005 3,1
Wed. 3 0303 10.1 0010 .5,1 1510 8,9 2100 4,4
weather;
The (ollowlmi is (hw 
report for the week imdino March ?4
i.iy ttii. I'iLLtiiiicti C-uilion,
Sidney- .Mnxln'um Temp. (Mar. 19 !0) 
Minimum Temp. (M«r, 31'
Minimum on orflJ.8 31
Pi L i. i;' iU/m V-. 3tlI
Total Procipiffttion 15.99
Surnhlne ,50,9
f.ofipiU'd I'.y ihi* 
vironmoni Service 
oimr March 3-r, 
Maximum Tamp, (Mar 
rn I n I m u m T e m p, (Ma r, 
Mean Temperature 
‘Pretlpltation .
Tot at to Date-
Atrr-.onphi'rlr to 








Mrs. Hazel Woodward, of Grilse Lane, enjoyed a three-week trip to 
•Hawaii on the S.S. Arcadia, despite stormy weather which resulted in 
mountainous seas.
Fran and Noni Pugh, of 6895 Wallace Drive, are enjoying a few 
weeks holiday touring New Zealand. En route, they spent several days 
touring the lovely island of Tahiti.
Mrs. Patricia Manning, of 2222 Ardwell Sidney, recently returned 
from a week-long stay at Harrison Hot Springs and Vancouver. She 
spent three days at Harrison, sunning, saunaing and swimming, then 
continued to Vancouver, where she spent her time spending monev in 
the stores.
Better-late-than-never department: Christmas — in the form of a 
Yule greeting card —just got to the home of Mrs. E. Beasley. 965 First 
Street, last week. The lady reported she received a Christmas card 
mailed in England last Nov. 8 in her mail on March 18. The English 
posties, apparently, have never heard of guaranteed next-day 
delivery.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon (Bud) Michell, Island View Road, arrived 
home last week from a two-week holiday in Southern California,
Douglas Doney, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. Doney, Doney Road, is 
back home from a six-week jaunt to Holland, Spain, Morroco and 
other European centres. At present, he is visiting his uncle, J. 
Doney, of Oyster River. ’ '
Mr. and Mrs. W. Wills, Weiler Avenue, returned last week from 
an trip to Reno, Nevada, and adjacent centres; they reported ex­
cellent accommodations and a wonderful time.
E. Haw, who has been visiting relatives in the Saanichton and 
Gordon Head area for the past two weeks left on Monday for his 
home in Foam Lake, Sask.
The Beacon Plaza Mall 
Association wants to help 
community groups with fund­
raising efforts, newly-elected 
association president Tom 
Bradfield said this week. 
Bradfield was named 
president of the association — 
whose membership includes 
most merchants at the Sidney 
shopping centre — at one of its 
recent meetings. He will serve 
as the groups’ president until 
next January. Whathe arid the 
other members would like to 
do, he explained, is make the 
plaza available for com­
munity groups wishing to hold 





LEGION NO. 37 
MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
Friday, March 29
Initiation of New Members 7 :.30 P.M. 
Dancing9:30 pin-12.30 am 
“’rheOrganaires”
DEEP COVE WATERWORKS DISTRICT
The Eleventh Annual General Meeting of the Deep Cove 
Waterworks District will take place at 8:00 P.M. on Thursday 
evening, April llth, 1974 at the Holy Trinity Hall, Mills Road, 
North Saanich, B.C.
'Fhe Order of business at the said meeting will be:
(1) Reading of the Notice of Meeting.
(2) Adoption of the minutes of the last Annual Meeting.
(3) Presentation of the financial report for 1973.
(4) The Trustees’ Annual Report.
(5) The Election of Two Trustce.s.
(ii) The appointment of the auditor for 1974
(7) Any other business,
(8) Adjournment,
Truslee,sH.G, Bourne and F.C. Adams retire by rotation. Mr, 
F,C, Adams offers himself for re-clcjction for a threivyear term.
For the Board of Trustees,
Mrs. Marjorie J, Smith 
Secretary..",'
Real Estate John Hriice
.Sidney
Heally
ARE HOUSE PRICES HIGHl i
mMiiflnMiwmnuiiiititttiiiiitiiiiiiiiitniiiniiiiitnitiiNtuiiiniiiinmniiuiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiHiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiili
Well. ye.s they are, if you compare them will) prices of even 
iT year ago,
Why? The explanation lies In comparing them with tlie rise 
in other prices generally caused by tlie rise In consumer 
demand, When do you find that house prices merely reflect 
tile rising price levels of our inflated economy,
It It is any consolation, houses are often the last com- 
modilit!.H in tlu; clwin reaction of price riKe.s. rioiKUiy prices 
respond lo tlu* demantis of more affluent pureliasers willing 
to spend more to satisfy their wants,
1 Vices were low in the depression of the thirties wlien 
hu.ver.s had little and sealed down tlieir wants accordingly. 
They Ivtve rliien steadily siiuic this Second Wprkl War, as 
inc(juu;:t luive juhti, l.»u)i4;.i lHrv9i boouiiiC moic pieotiful niul 
houses relatively scnrcftr,
Will they go up much further in the future? If a run of price 
.iiidTUUm on Itous.e.s .suipa.s.5e.s Uic denumd, tlien pi ite.s will 
drop tor o'i.imo. But vhUiully all eeoiiomii.t>. expect hie.ady 
price rises In the years ahead.
This is the major reason real estate is excellent long- term 
protection against currency imlalion. It also explainfi why 
pulUrig off a purt'haae for another year i.wually inoans you 
will pay more,
tax tips
Q. If 1 do not understand or 
disagree with a Notice of 
Assessment or Reassessment, 
what action might 1 take?
A. Contact your local 
District Taxation Office for an 
explanation. The information 
may be obtained by phone, 
letter or in person. If the 
problem has arisen over a 
misunderstanding of the facts, 
it is usually to your advantage 
to have the facts clarified 
before taking formal action. 
Most cases are resolved this 
way. If you are still 
dissatisfied you may file a 
Notice of Objection, copies of 
which are obtainable at the 
District Taxation Office. The 
Notice of Objection must be 
filed within 90 days from the 
date of mailing of the Notice of 
Assessment or Reassessment.
Q. Can a retired taxpayer 
reporting only pension income 
claim the three per cent 
employment expense?
No. This type of income does 
not qualify as employment 
income.





























72 Ford Ranchero 
351 auto P.S. P.B. 
trailer towing 
package extra tanks 
the works
69 Ford Vi Ton 








March 27 to 30
In vour friendiv 
Sidney Safeway Store








Canada No. 1 Grade
Variety Lettuce
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ire mu wori t be poid
LEST YOU FORGET - Tina, a 4000- 
pouhder with an excellent niempry, 
and her pretty friend, Kristi MdCoy, 
remind British Golumljia motorists 
that they’ll soon be; receiving mini 
auto-licence tags for key chains in the 
mail from the Tuberculous arid Chest 
Disabled Veterans’ Association.
Purpose of the mini-tags is the tracing 
by the TB yets of owners of lost keys 
(65,000 sets returned to date). 
Proceeds of the annual campaign, 
which provides employment for TB 
vets and other handicapped persons, is 
used for scholarships and research into 
respiratory diseases.
The Capital Regional 
District has refused to pay a 
$275 fire protection bill for 
North Saanich regional park 
known as Horth Hill.
North Saanich council sent a 
letter in December to regional 
district executive director 
D.A. Young, explaining that 
since the district does not pay 
Uixes or give a grant in lieu of 
taxes, council felt justified in 
billing it for fire services 
rendered.
During the past year, the 
North Saanich fire depart­
ment answered 11 fire calls, 
involving approximately 265 
man hours, at the park.
It was pointed out in the 
letter that fortunately it was 
not necessary to call in the 
flying firemen to combat any 
of these fires; otherwise, the 
cost for fire protection to the 
park would have been much 
more expensive.
A letter was read in council 
last Monday from Anthony 
Roberts, district director of 
planning.
The board and its parks 
committee had considered the 
invoice for costs in relation to 
fire fighting at Horth Hill 
Park, Roberts said, but is of 
the opinion local 
municipalities should be 
responsible for financing the 
costs of fire fighting in 
regional parks in their 
jurisdictions.
The board was also of the 
opinion this policy had been 
agreed to, “informally” some 
years ago and, at its February 
meeting, reconfirmed its 
understanding that it would 
not be liable for fire-fighting 
costs.
North Saanich is the only 
municipality to ever submit a 
bill for fire protection in a 
regional park, Roberts told 
reporters last week.
Aid. George Cumpston said 
it was his opinion the letter 
council had directed to the 
e regional board had never 
" reached its destination;; the 
parks committee, without 
reference" to the letter, had 
come up with the recom- 
me n da ti on c o nf i r m i ng 
fighting of fires in regional 
parks be a municipal 
responsibility and function, he 
said.
Cumpston also said “we 
have yet to hear what action 
the parks committee has 
taken in reference to
negotiations with the 
provincial forestry depart­
ment.”
A motion was carried 
unanimously to send the 
regional board a letter
pointing out the recom­
mendation of the parks 
committee and requesting the 
municipality be advised as to 
the results of negotiations with 
the forestry department.
.......■ .............. i
oHrtT PSALMS AND SLAUGHTER. ,PHILIP TEECE
The spectacle of horror that continues to expand with each news 
report from the siege-torn streets of Belfast leaves most observers 
aghast. •
How can such madness be explained?
In a recent book, Psalms and Slaughter (Heinemann, 1972), 
Dublin journalist Tony Gray attempts to give a personal answer.
Religion, he reminds us, is at the heart of all Ireland’s troubles.
He himself, as a Protestant from Dublin, is (so he claims) quite 
utterly impartial!
In fact, for an insider, Tony Gray does present a remarkably 
dispassionate survey of the rights and wrongs of both sides in the 
Irish problem.
His approach, in Psalms and Slaughter, has been to review in 
detail the entire history of religious strife in Ireland; he demon­
strates that the tragedy of Ulster is merely another act in the 
unending drama of bigotry and bloodshed in Ireland.
Although the whole study is colored by a central bias — the 
author’s belief that religion in general is a scandalous fraud — it 
puts forth in a most useful nutshell the essential facts of Ireland’s 
tumultuous history.
Readers who long for an answer to the Irish Question, however, 
will find no ultimate comfort here.
The theme of Tony Gray’s detailed account of the Belfast bur­
nings and killings (“Torquemada, far more than Che Guevara”) is 
that Ulster suffers from a sickness without a cure.
The book ends with the ironic, if not very original, observation 
that “Love thy neighbour” is the fundamental tenet of both of, 
Ulster’s warring factions.
Driwers bocked by school board
Saanich Peninsula school 
bus drivers got strong support 
from the school board at its 
meeting Monday evening,
Drivers had met informally 
with members of the board 
and district pffice and had 
expressed some of their 
conccras.
A top-priority was closer co­
operation with the police.
Drivers said cars were 
l>assing busses while their 
flashing rod lights were on.
Trustee Jack Armstrong 
said perhaps the public was 
not aware traffic in both 
directions must stop when the 
busses’ rod tights arc flashing 
and passengers are disem­
barking.
Chairman Rubymay 
Parrott described the 
situation as “pretty 
frightening.”
She recommended a letter 
be written to each peninsula
the schools, to sec how ex- hours might bo best to prohibit 
tensive they are and what parking.
police force, expressing
concern and asking for more 
surveillance.
Bus drivers were also 
worried about cars parking in 
bus turnarounds at the 
schools,
A motion to have forms 
printed warning cars they arc 
illegally fuirked when in a bus 
turnaround was passed.
, Bus drivers would be issued 
the forms to place on the cars,
Armstrong moved to look 
into the ‘No Parking' signs at




Tin s. - Thors, t -11 p.m, 
Fri. > .Sat. I p.m, 
Sunday I -10p.m. 
IM'/ZA, CHICKEN CHIPS 
SEA FOOD, FISH & CHIPS.
656-4221
British Columbia is more than just your Province.
Itsyourhome.
A land where waves pound down 
on long beaches, >
A land of deep green forests filled with fish 
and game, And silence.
A land of mountains that disappear •
Into the sea.
A land of clean cities and clear air,
A land of valleys full of friendly faces 
and warm handshakes, A land where 
fresh fruit ripens In warm summer sun.
A land of highways 
: and backroads that beckon,
A lot id wl iei e l still lives with 
todays way of life., ,
Aland that offers to those fonunah? enough 
to live I'tere. the qualities of life that 
tourists travel miles to exi'iehence.
In a world that's being civilized out of it’s 
senses, come back to vours this summer, 
Take the time to look around you,
At a land to love, To be part of,
, To Ih; proud of, ,,
Your land ,,. British Columbia,
See»(<his Summer.




As an introductory offer, we invite you to clip 
this ad, bring it to the Emporium, and we will 
style your wig or hairpiece free of charge.
OFFER EXPIRES AmiL 6tli
Our Wig Girls are Fully Trained & 
Qualified Hairdressers
Philbrook's Shipyards Ltd,
★ Propeller and Shaft Repairs
★ Engine Tune-Ups
fliir CLEANING COLOURING
UIIS CUTTING STYLING '
Include: ' setting : comb outs
We can style all types of wigs and hairpieces, 
both human hair and synthetic.
Our prices are reasonable.
We carry a full line of quality wigs.








THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MARCH 28 - 30
9;A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. (9 P.M. ON FRIDAY NIGHT)
AiAp Candy and Smoke Shoppe
(PORMERLY lens smoke & candy SHOP)
2523 BEACON AVE. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
"THE .STREET LEVEL SHOPPE WITH THE DOWN TO EARTH PRICES"
COME IN, MEET GRANT SHAW THE NEW OWNER 
AND SAVE $$$ SAVE $$$ $AVE
PICK 'N ’WIIX BULK CANDY
PASCALL, TOM FILLERY, BENSON,
CAMBRIDGE, FOX'S, ARTHUR HOLLAND, only 
BARKER-DOBSON, URNEY, COLOMBINA LB.
CHOCOLATES & LIQUERS
Toblor, Famous Namti«, Rarlemnkoi'H, Pflstcr, GanongH, 




LIGHTERS, PIPES (ov.?r 30.1 now m stock)
ano ALL SMOKER^S SUPPLIES
CALLARD ft BOWSER
LB. BOX OF BARLEY SUGAR, 
CREAMLINE, BUTTERSCOTCH, LICORICE 
FINGER, TREACLE 1WFEE, CREAM 
TOFFEE
IlFGULAHUJIc DNDV
0 OZ. HOXEH AS ABOVE 
UEGl'LAU 61IC ONLY 62!.
DESSERT NOUGET
« OZ. HEG.HOe NOW ONLY
OFF Rogers










I* LB. BOX UEGULAH HflC ONEV oU^
$160
JLI I.B. BOX UEGULAU $1,71) ONLY
7 OZ, rO.M FHJ.EUY IU)GU1„\II
-ruun'’
"BI.UE GBECIAN" y 
"BEAinVOUK"
SMITH KENDON FRUIT TABLETS
7 OZ. TIM BEG. lU tWIA' J 1 ^
LOOK AROUND AND ASK FOR OTHER SPECIALS
STREAKERS] STUEAK IN ANDGET YOUH’Tr.S A BOY Olt IT’S A GIRI. CIGAn"^ _________ ___ II’ WE CAN’T GUES.H, WmCH. YOU GET BOIII
li
RFFpi pi ■ IP I'
UNminuM!




Department R is the Insurance Gorporation of British Columbia's 
Refund Department. If you feel you are entitled to a refund bn 
your 1974 Aufoplan vehicle insuranGe and fulfil: the qualifications 
listed bploxv, we'd like to hear from you. It rhay take^^^a^ 
answer each and every request for a refunb/ l|ut we 
each and every request.
You are entitled to a refund if you imeet ALL of thb followingt^^^^^^r^ ^G 
1) if your basic rate class code is 01, 02, G3> 04y2bl, 262,
lis is found in the shaded box on your vehicle insurance
and 2) if you paid more for Autoplan than your previous insurance 
for any continuous 12 month period after August 1,1972, 
for the same coverage
and 3) if you still own the same vehicle, in the same rating 
territory, using the vehicle for the same purposes.
If you own more tharv one vehicle/and you previously received a 
multiple vehicle discount you may still qualify for a refund. 
Information booklets are available with refund forms.
Pick up a "refund" form from any Motor Vehicle License 
Office in the Province. Follow the instructions carefully, 
and return it in the envelope provided. If you qualify for 
a refund, you'll get it. / Y
■■7
i:'
01 HRiriSH COl UMBIA
your insurance company
, ii.iilrt/
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LADIES “GOTHIC" BRA No. P13216 
Popular style in broken sizes Has a wide band 
I fine quality broadcloth with adjustable seamless 1| 
ctrarrc WhiteOnIV. i «>"iF-^
jteifSKS
CHILDREN'S CANVEE RUNNING SHOES 
Children's CanVee's with cushioned insole. White or la ^ ^ 
blue. Sizes 5-10. pair i
P''^t'?.aS'€sVA5W‘‘^-
WOQtGOiDRUGS
' ; ■ ■-
straps. hite Only
LADIES BIKINI AND BRIEFS 
All over print design in . ,
sizes S-M-L. Elastic waist and leg.
LADIES BIKINI BRIEFS
Ladies stretch nylon Bikini Briefs in a
wide range of colours. Sizes S-M.
TEEN BRAVVhite only in this teen Bra with elastic strap a^ ^ 
sides.
LADIES SUMMER SHORTS
100 percent stretch nylon with elastic waist. Pu" o" “i
style in summer colours. Sizes S-M-L. ■
WOMEN'S NYLON BRIEFS _ ™ mm
Elastic waist in vwhite, pink or blue. . ^ - |
LADIES SLIPPERS , m i







— roll and butter
— beverage
each 1.44
white, tan or brown. Sizes 5 -10. pair
OWNED AND OPERATED BY DOUGLAS DRUGS
CONTACT PLUS 1 AM
A liny new time pill for colds plus coughs 8's. each |
MISSES CANVEE RUNING SHOES
Misses CanVee's \with cushioned insole. In colours of i 
whiteor blue. Sizes 11 - 13and 1-3. pair
GARDEN CENi;Ri
ANACIN ^ ^ ta m mFast pain relief of headache, colds, arthritic and ^ 
rheumatic oain. ^OO's each 8
LADIES SCUFF SLIPPERS.
Ladies Terry Cloth Scuff Slippers with sponge sole,
various colours. Sizes S-M-L. ^ *1 MA
^ pair 1
MEN'S SANDALS .
Men's Sandals with sponge rubber sole. Sizes 7 -
11. 1.44
ORGANIC FERTILIZER .
1 Choose from Fish Fertilizer or . Maxi Crop 
(Seaweed) fertilizer, both are organic, in 64 oz. ^ ^ ^
bottles liquid form. each i a®a‘®a’
STEER MANURE
IwOOLCO CHEWABLE MUTLIPLE VITAMINS. m A 
Fruit flavoured, preferred by children — 100's, each 9
SERVING TRAYS ct,,rHv
Bright colourful trays for the parties ahead. Sturdy 
steel construction, your choice of size and M. 
shape — square or round. . s^tor
WINDEX WINDOW CL,^ANER ^
Ideal for your spring cleaning, in aerosol or ^
liquid. ^ ^0'’
resistant.
VASELINE INTENSIVE Cmrc OABY POWDER 
Pure powder combined with vaseline petroleum 
jelly. Helps keep v;etnessaway. 14 oz. ^
4C) lbs. bag, soil builder and conditioner, ideal for ^44
each ULTRA BANI Choose from scented, unscented or dry 
powder formulas.-6 oz.
One sizefits all. .^pair
LADIES TANK TOPS . c ..
Ladles Tank Top and T:Shlrts available in sizes S-M- 
L. Limit three percusfomer. each
1.44
MISSES SCUFF SLIPPERS ^Miss Terry Cloth Scuff Slippers with sponge sole in
[ various colours. Sizes S-M-L. ^ nair 1 o44
gardens, flowers, roses etc.
SEAFORET MULCH ' o
Seaforet Mulch, soil conditioner with kep, or bark _ |
mulch, lOOpercent natural product, 2CU. ft. 1 MAiultra BRITE TOOTHPASTE
==.fh ti BQjves vou the whitest teeth and freshest
GIBSON CORN BROOM
Sturdy construction for those tough jobs.
“PRISM" LIQUID DETERGETN 
32fl. oz. size, ideal for dishes. for
bag.
CHILDREN’S & INFANTS )NEAR
ITh^omplefetydisposable diapers. Custom fit.tapes to fit your 
1 baby, snug tb s'av ^
ROSESEverbearing roses, two year field grown, choose
I breath possible; 75 ml.
SPONGE PACK
6 to a package, easy to handle,
assorted colours.
COAT AND PANT HANGER 
Finished wood with non slip bar.
MEN’S AND BOYS’ WEAR
cvei ucai Hiy I 1 r • --- - - BSB iSB
from Bush or climbers, beautiful selection^of ^
colours.
FUCHSIAS — GERANIUMS
I Wide selection of fuchsias, start your 




{''overnight 12's''. In our baby dept, only
2 p?e*Ee^set*ot^Wpercent: rivlon, ideal for summer «|
daysahead;'Slze^'4-^i^;:. ®
CHILDREN'S SUMMER T-SHIRTS 
Boys and girls stvjes 
BbVs UNDERWEAR SPEC!AL
Your choice of briefs and vests in Ipipercent ; .
stretch'riyloh. Canadian made by ''Majestic'' fS M A
Slzes,4,dx.k*;;v:,
INFANTS RECEIVING BLANKETS 
One standard size (30 - 40) In colourful
MEN'S T-SHIRTS 
Canadian made in cotton and plyester blend. 
Colours of white, gold, blue, or green. Sizes S-M-L- 
XL. ^ each 1.44
BEDDING PLANTS .
I Choose from Petunias, Pansies, Cabbage,
LettucQ* Onions, and others.
3,^or1e44
3 basketsl ©44
VASELINE PETROLEUM JELLY. ^ w x® I
Helps prevent diaper rash, soothes chapped ^
skin -12 oz.
SPORTING GOODS
SOFTIQUE BATH BEADS /
[Turn your bath into a silky smooth body
lotion 16 oz.
2for lo44
I fL  , M*1




Short sleeve, zipper front, assorted plain shades, la MMl
. ■-■ /each
BOYS'lKNITS
[ Long sleeve, assorted colours and patterns, in rayon,'® MM 




INFANTS SUMMER T-SHIRTS I AA
Short and long sleeve styles. Sizes 12 - 24 months.^fora e Wrel’
TODDLER'S NYLON SHORTALLS -
Sleeveless in colourful summer shades. Sizes 2-v® MM
each ^ ■Bo“^“«l'
BABY RUMBA PANTS
Form fitted, npn-chafing, completely ,
washable, ’' Sizes S-M-L,, [ ^
BABY PLASTIC PANTS
Full cut, waterproof,rion-lrrltatino. in a package of 6 
those plastic pants are washable and are ^ „ 411 48
Canadian' made. A pko.1e44
BOYS BRIEFS
Canadian made in 100 percent cotton. 
Colours of white gold, blue or green. 
Sizes S-M-L. ■ 2,0,1.44
SH R O BS ''Large assortment of evergreen or tiowring shrubs in _ 
1 gallon containers, choose from Rhode's, Camelias,.ya 
Azaleas, and many others, y each
SOIL
OLD SPICE SMOOTH SHAVE . ^ - ^ MMl
Makes shaving faster, easier and smoother ^ for I 
-11 -oz,
CLAIROL HAIRSPRAY
Holds without stiffness or stickiness, regularvand 
extra hold — I0 0Z.
BASEBALL
9" 5oz. park leaguebaseball. Official size and .1 MM 
weight.
C(3HO-TYG-R-RLY
Radiant lures, choice of colours, stainless steel 
hooks.
All purposesoil, ideal for indoor or outdoor planting,®
seterlizied,weedfree,30lb. bag each i ©■^
HERBAL ESSENCE SHAMPOO 
Leaves hair shiny clean and bouncy - 8 oz.
2.0.1.44 
^ for i ©44
COLEMAN FUEL^^^ ^^
For lanterns, stoves, heaters, etc.
SOLID STATE GOLF BALLS : ^ :
No cut, maximum distance.
CHi^RTER BOAT FISHING LINE. 
'YouTchoiceot,12,15,20,25,:S0,40,t^t nylop line
Glad!oI°'butbs, 40 per carton, J ^44
economy pack
BOYS COLOURED3 PAK BRIEFS.
Canadian made, 100 percent cotton. Green, blue or n
gold colours to choose from,S-M-L. each b ©^b^
MEN'S WORK GLOVES 
100 percent cotton knit wrist.
SEEDS ''-J--Your choice Of vegetables or-f lower seeds.
BACTINE
First aid spray with germ killing action ■ 
'i'/ioz.:y ■
2.0.1.44’
GIRLS NYLON BRIEFS AND BIKINIS 
I Prints and soft shades with an elastic waist.' 
loneslie tpflt, 7-14.
MEN'S TERRY SPORT SOX 
I Nylon and cotton blend In colours in gold, 
green, black,brown,white,navyorred.
3oair 1 ©44
J GIRLS SUMMER SHORTS 
I With an elastic waist. Choose from yellow, blue, rod H 
|or navy. Sizes 7 • t4. “ ®
MEN'S CUSHION SOLE SPORT SOX 
Nylon and cotton blend, gold, green, ■ 
grey, black, brown, whiteor navy.
I GIRLS SUMMER T-SHIRTS 
' lOOpercent stretch nylon with short sleeves In two 
I styles, Sizes?. 14, each
, MEN'S BRIEFS ■ , , ,





.or 1 .44 
p.„ 1.44
25pkg.— 
.29 to ,40 pkg, 
.50 pkg.
3 for 1 ©44 
.. Sfor ^ *44 
-4tor 1-44
WOOLCO CIGARETTE TOBACCO
6oz. of tobacco, limit 4 to a customer.
DIAZINONriM .inwi® ^ i., _ng ^ «
Your choice Liquid dlazinon, 8 oz, bottles, or 1
eachgranular diazinon 1 lb. containers.
LAWN SEED . ™ ^ 4*




Stock up on girls Bermudas and straight hose,
JYour choice In summer colours I ^ M
l8nd'slzos7-OVa. Jfcpair j




8'x18'' high, green fold! 




Assorted colours, soft and absorbant, 
4roUs pack, Limit 4 pack per customer.
SCOTT TOWELS
Fils all regular holders, two rolls in one 
package. Limit 6 rolls per customer.
pkg, 1 ©44 
3 pkg.1 ©44
EMBASSY KING SIZE TUBES 
Limit 6to a customer.
NOVEL ASHTRAY
In colours of blue or green glass
BIC CLIC PENS
Pen and Refill perfect for home,off Ice or 
school use,
GLOVES
'Green Thumb" vinyl Impregnated stretch garden MM
gloves, snug fit, washable, B
HILROY BIG WRITING PAD
Good quality paper,plain writing pad.
3..,1.44
3 for 1 ©44
RESOLAC PAINTS
Good quality paints in your choice of colour In In-: 
terior Latex and Semi-Gloss Enamel. Also white oil 
or latex based House Paints. « ^ M
Reg, Woolco Prices to 3,49 qt. qt, B ©“W®®
AUTO TOUCH-UP SPRAY /
Now's the time to touch up ybur car's finish, (Colours 
lo match most makes and models, 8^'
Mu cans 1.44
MEN'S T-SHIRTS
Cotton and rayon blond with one breast pocReti In
I •_ .......... _•_.I..I _ a, .... «!.» I 4 Xk eachcoloursot gold, navy,groon, rod or white. 
Sizes S-M- L,
iLADIES PANTV HOSE 
J One Size fits flit Ip sheer and nude jr 
Xpanty hose. Assorted colours to choose from. Hi
MEN'S CASUAL BELTS
Adjustable elastic inassorted colours and pat
torns.
palrl
LADIES scarves"' ■ -'■■■
Stop Into fBShlon thls spring with a beautiful scarf, lo 
Many patterns and colours to choose from. each n •
LADIES KNEE HIGHS
One sire stretch to fit In assorted shades,
Stock up now, ’
MEN'S SPORT HOSE 
1 Elostic cuffs. 7S percent Acrylic, 25 
1 percent nylon,




UNIVERSAL FILLER , ,
IS" hose and 3" funnel, Ideal for use on boat, 
car, or at homo.
PORK PICNIC DINNER HAMI'V/fEirX wr, I©,© M M M
A delicious ham that Is enloyed by overyono. Sold b^y






Makes a drinkthat vour kids will love,
CORNISH PASTIES
Tasty and delicious ,




Delicious Jolly filled donuts.
name WRITING EGO 
Decorate your own egg, Comes with
decorator and icing,
STYROFOAM CUPS




Not fetbs necessary, with a proteefivo plastic® MM





A NEW WAY TO BUY WALLP APAER AND SAVE I 
Excellent quality, pro-pasted, vinyl coated, 
scrubbHble, stain resistant wallcoverings shrink 
wrapped In a special "6 YARDER" roll. Just the 








AMortment of tools such as screw drivers, sets, ^ -
miniature harnmefs, sliding T Bevel Square and ^ 
many more. . nr-w
MEN'S DRESS HOSE. ,
l"McOreoor" Hose, Cnnsdlen mad* In assorted /H M. 
Ishades.Kroywool ■nvlonhlend,Sl**ilo.l3, each Me"®’"®
1.44
jUAOl'orSCARiS'iTTES, 
iPolvesler and double knits,fh* latest In fashions,
1 J. , -: ', each
MRN'S 'DHBtiS j^'Oif,
iTerif'lflcsoleellon from a wide range of ©i jmi
lafyias. sues 10.13. J. pal'’ 8 a®®’*!'
1 LADIES NYLON ANKLETS 
lone Size fits all 9 -11, tdealfor pantsuits and 1
jpanls.T’wosIvIbsiochoosefrom,
I MEN'S WORK HOSE , '
I Canadian mad* In 100 percent wool for softness
[andf.'0tVH6ri;orevi(irniym'i' **11 II i!lJ0
Ipacknii'eoriwo, ' ; jKpkg,-
"IT'S YOUR SIZE" PANTV HOSE 
j Canadian made top qyaUty paply host* In 
j'beloe ohdspH:eo'^mv, iitiw A UM'IMlta,)^; m RI iM il 
S!ze»(i:«).iwib.) «»pu(rl##®w
Large sue plastic Ihorrnos lunch box In a '"'rIeW ol 1 MM 
colours.
OLD DUTCH POTATO CHIPS TrI Pack box,plan flavoured,
tUNBRiTW BLEACH
1280Z. ill* gels wtille things white,
^ for 1 ©44
PORTABLE BARBEOUE GRILL mja
.1 position grill that's easy to ossemblo. Slide Inkiut I MM 
leoi.no bolts. Ideal lor car trunks or camper, each " •mir-i.r
FANTOP RANG' BAGS ...
Variety of mixed eggs; assorted marshmoMow,
eggs, lolly eggs, and Raster egg gums,






One piece construction so it will do all 1 44
Great outdoor fun. M > •
101 MARBLES
Handy Boy Marbles for hours of pleasure,
COMIC BOOKS
3 per package. Westerns, Action, 
Adventures and mony moro.
iegs’iitTboTn.'ldoai for car tr s or ca er , each
!^pkg, 1 ©44
eath.1 ©44
ECONO LIGHT BULBS 
4bulbi per package. AOor tOOwalt
PATIO TABLES ^
Easy to assemble In assorted colourb.
FRUIT AND NUT EGO
401. egg ,llled with fruit and nuts,
EASTER NOVELTIES ' ^ m MM
Candy filled toys, shapod ns telopbonos, dune ^ MjIL
hiinnioKi. dump trucks and badminton sets. each i"buggies,  tr   i t  t .
BUNNY PLASTIC BANK
Panned egg with container
3 ,.,1.44
SHRI^LVING
Loan Shelving, unfinished mmm
assortment oi 3 popular sizes. 0 x 48 , >0 ^ "'I,,?!, 1 ,44
10"x4B''S IsW ' I*#,/ fWif spwr Mia If II V W ©■ 11» f.“t i
POLISH EDAM CHEESE






Am her plastic v 
40slldos,
CX 124.20 COLOUR FILM 
Kodacolour, 126-30 Instamatic film.
1.441
C-iO CASSETTE TAPE









BALI AIR MATTRESS .,1 MMApprox. 73" X 27''. Great tun tor at the beaches, each I ©ftfifi
SAND DCACH TOYS ' '
Bright and colourlul pail, sifter, boat shove and 
more,
si: iliiMiiJii
CANADA BAG - ,
Over Iho shoulder bag vdth astortod design* In-tm MM I-------------- - -- , each n •"w -
MR, SANDMAN
Assorted palls and shovels tor nummor tun,
.1.44
ciudng the Canadian Emblem,
I ROUND COSMETIC MIRRORS m i* JB
Assorted bright coloiU'9 With a mirror that rotates at ^ Mil® 
the base. each b
TINA DOLLS ^ „
Today's Modern Miss, groat tor the girl ^
of the family,
alphabet blackboard
Learner blackboard and chalk lor the youngalcirs In'S JIM
, , eftcri •your house.
WATERCOLOURS, CRAYONS AND PAD
tfirravonr. and 16 walercnlniirs with a TSsheet
pad. - ■ " ' ' e«b
1.214
PETAL PACE MIRROR
Decorative and bright tiowr like mirror, twists on
base,
FLOWER VASES




ITALIAN STYLED FRAME MIRROR
Golden plnstic, rltl'.ly dtxiotalive, In n,'tliiin motll. *jl 
Limited quantities. _ _ oachi,|!,."
PERSONAL SHOPPING ONLY PLEASE I WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
TOWW AND COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTRE, DOUGLAS STREET AND SAANICH 
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY, 10 A.M. TO 10 P.M., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO ID P.M.
DEPARTMENT STORES
A DIVISION OF THE
r.w.' wootwoiTH' CO..liwiiied.
Wednesday, March 27, 1974
folk of the fowrs









Yeh, it’s got its 
merits.
I think it’s all right, as 
long as the kids enjoy 
themselves.
As a fisherman. I’m 
just waiting for them to 
streak across the big 
bank.
That will be a record 
for sure.
DEANE RALPH 
10230 Resthaven Drive 
I think streaking is 
great.
jlt’s their own 
trip.... the thing to do.
Fads like the hula 
hoop were in and this is 
just a fad.
It’s a good fad.
I’d do it, if I was with 
other people and I had a 




It’s kind of a trick.
Kind of funny.
I ihink I’d do it too if 
I had a paper bag over 
rny head.
I don't tliink people 
should bo arrested for it.
That’s stupid.
After all, it’s their 
own trip if they want to 
do it.
’'4k***A***/*****»Ii''«*I*4*»S*Ii'Mi******%%***#"n**V»V«'
MRS. V. TELLEFSEN 
8907 East Saanich Road
I don’t approve of it at 
all.
I suppose it’s up to the 
individual, though.
I wouldn’t teach my 
children to carry on 
such an act.
PAT SHADE
1236 Lands End Road
That I dig.
It’s cool.
It is a prank, just like 
eating goldfish from the 
tank was.
But the authorities 
are carrying it too far 
when they fine them so 
much.
It should be taken 





1 think it is fairly 
harmless and tlie lesser 
of many evils, com­
pared with others ways 
of letting your hair 
down.
Pm waiting to see my 
first streak.
Hopefully, they will do 
it in the council 
chamber.s .some Monday 
evening.
Down to the sea,,.
Page 9
I put to sea in my old ship 
last week.
Right in the middle of a work 
week, I downed tools, nolted 
the door to my office and 
walked away.
It was glorious.
Thumping down the jetty, 
canvas seabag over one 
shoulder; rum and spuds and 
meat mixed into the same bag 
with spare clothes.
I leapt aboard.
Even the hatch cover was 
warm, hot almost, from the 
spring sun,
I set the squaresail.
In the passage through 
Canoe Cove, the tide took us 
into its moving cradle and we 
fetched safely tlirough the 
place, bound north with the 
sails limper than freshly- 
laundered bed .sheets.
Beyond the corridor of the 
pass, the wind came to us like 
an old friend.
Powindah gained way.
I sat in my wooden arm 
chair and took slices of roast 
venison off a bone with my,- 
dirk, wiping the blade dry, 
shiny again on my blue jeans. 
Such a satisfactory feeling. 
In a space between Land’s 
End Road and the middle of 
Satellite Channel, all sounds of 
the land vanished.
Still, as always, there was 
the sound of the ship working: 
the tallowed sound of the yard 
where it joined the mainmast; 
blocks squeaking;.... and 
running backstays, rigged in 
the ancient way through more 
blocks, had their own strident 
chatter.
The 40-year-old ship began 
sailing herself.
I found a mug, a clean one at 
that, and brought grog and 
mug back on deck.
Catering to an old seaman’s 
superstition, I poured a dollop 
of the first tot overboard.
I then had two rums in 
succession and finished off the 
last of the venison. 1 re-ignited 
the cigar.
I took coffee off the wood 
stove: it was sour and over­
strong, but the cigar and 
coffee balanced the heat of the
of the land. dusk.
Powindah, as if chiding my 
train of thought, fell a point 
off course.
Somewhere in the early 
hours of that next morning, 1 
awoke.
We sailed hours that day, 
putting into a nick of a cove at
Through the skylight, I 
observed a single bright star
turning, moving with the 
universe of the ship.
The anchor chain rumbled 
as though some giant animal, 
a tiger perhaps, tethered to 
the final link had also awoken 
in its sleep and, finding itself
rum.
I was utterly happy. i 
I thought about my wife and 
children, my job.
A strange weariness settled 
upon me.
I rejected, then all thoughts
THE SHIP stood out to sea, 





IN PUNCH, BRITAIN’S 
WEEKLY HUMOR MAGAZINE 
“Shrunk to half its proper size, leathery in consistency and 
greenish-blue in color, with bean-sized nodules on its surface.’’
Yes, readers, I am of course describing Ludwig von 
Beethoven’s liver, and I do apologize for going over such 
familiar ground, but I wanted to put the less musical members 
of my flock in the picture right from the start,
I think they also ought to know that his spleen was more than 
double its proper size and that beneath the deaf-aid on his waist­
coat Herr von Beethoven sported as misshappen a collection of 
offal as you could shake a stick at, including a pancreas the size 
of a pickled walnut and a length of intestine that could have been 
mistaken for pipe-lagging by all but the most a.stuUi German 
plumber.
I am reminded of all this internal .strife, by an article in the 
Guardian, which f|iiotes from a recent issue of tho .lourrml of 
Alcoholism.
This bizarre broadsheet clearly decided that it was not going 
to be outdone in Ludwig's bicentenary year’by all the other 
and hopped aboard the wagon, if they'll pardon the expression, 
with a succinct length of verbiage by one Dr, Madden, con­
sultant psychiatrist at tt Cheater hospital addiction unit.
One flaw, doctor, mars the sunny scholarship of your piece: 
not content to commemorate the bicentenary merely by your 
thrilling ovocation of distorted bowel and giblel and leaving it at 
that, you insist. I’m afraid, on going on to moralize. And it's 
none of your business. Doc, , ^
Having broken the unethical news that Ludwig’s organs got 
this way through a dally consumpbf>*i of booze that could have 
floated a .Stolnway down Kalsorstrasso, you llien wind up the 
scoo|) with tho homiletic clincher: "Beethoven had a brain and 
mind capable of many years of musical productivity,'hful his life 
not been shortened by alcohol,’’
Now, I realize that this oleaginous aside may have been the 
result of editorial pressure, and that if you hadn't pul it in all 
your renders might have rushed out immediately and begun 
iiitling the,sauc(;f in the hope of. coming up with a quartet or two, 
but couldn't you have turned the sentiment a little le.sH harshly'?
And aren't you belug just a ttu-ny bit demanding? Aren’t nine 
symphonies, thirly-two piano sonatas, seven concertos, two 
'' innsses, sixteen slVlng quartets enough foi' you and the rest of 
mankind?
And don’t you perhaps feel that, after that lot, posterity owes 
f.udwig a little snort or two?
I suppose not. All human life is divided between those wtio 
order by the crate and iliose who bclujve ihal sherry d die leads 
to the everlasting bonfire, and never the twain fih.all meet except 
on the sodden aaliont of tho Journal of Alcoholism for such biictf 
ond hltfcr eldrmishes as the one filleted above,
You're on one side. Doc, and Ludwig and 1 are or; the other. 
My own conclusion would be diametrically different from yours, 
viz, that if Beethoven had not been a regular supplier of empties 
to the trade, he wfutldn’t have written anything at all, and how 
does that grab you, abstemious musicologist®?
If the great man had been confined to Lucozade on the advice 
ol Chester’* addiction unit, my bet is that he’d have thrown in
By JOHN MANNING 
Review Staff Writer
the towel at Chopsticks and gone down in history as a mediocre 
hosier.
Because it is no accident that all men of creative genius have 
toiled in the shadow of the corkscrew how else is a giant to 
survive among pygmies, make the mundane tolerable, fence 
himself off from the encroachments of numbing normalcy?
How but through regular intakes of fermented anaesthetic are 
wo — there. I’ve said it ~ artists to stave off the canvas jacket 
and the screaming abdab?
How must Beethoven have felt of a morning, his head full of 
whirling crotchets and jangling semibreves, to have his 
housekeeper running off at the gob about the price of vermicelli, 
or shrieking through Ills blc.ssed deafness in an attempt to bring 
home to him the immutable truth that if you send six pillow­
case.* to the laundry, you only ever get five back? It is any 
wonder that he followed up his Special K with a few quick 
chasers of .schnapps?
Do you for one moment imagine that the Piano Concerto No. 4 
in G. Major was written by a teetotaller, given tho fact that Uie 
decorators were in the huus at the time, Beethoven's shoes 
hadn’t come hack from tho cobblers, his mistress had run off 
with a door-to-door wurst snlesmun, and the dog had just 
trodden on his glasses? ^ ^
And, worst of all, people like you, Dr. Madden, wore con­
stantly nagging him to get on with tho bloody music, whnt about 
a couple of quick symphonios to follow up the 9th, shouldn't take 
you more than an hour or so to rnlUe 'em off, male, and how 
v,/(mldyou like to address the Hotnrians next Wedneaday night, 
dross formal, and Isn’t It lime you did a personal tour of Slloala, 
and by the way it's the prime minlulcr's birthday coming up, so 
could yotJ see your way clear to knocking out a lIttUs celebratory 
sextet, no foe nnUirally, oh ye.s, I .nearly forgot, my wife's 
brother plays the rlangle, not professional of course, but we nil" 
think he’s rather good, so I've arranged a little dinner-party 
next Friday to give you tho chance of hearing him,...
I'm amazed his nodules didn’t gel any bigger thgn b<jans, all 
things considered.
It's n dodgy tlghlrofw along which wo creators wobble, Doc: 
enough booze to close the world off and keep us Inventing, but 
not so much that we allow the golden haze to nettle on u« per- 
I’usts, and the bru.sho,s dry out and go stiff, and the public yawns 
and goes off in search of fresh fodder, muttering about what an 
inconsiderate bleeder that Shakespeare was, snuffing It in his 
flfilcs and leaving u,h with little rnoi'o than Lear, Hamlet, 
Macbeth. Glliello, Anlliony anil Cleopatra, well I'rn not sur- 
pri:uMl, you know what (hey nay, he couldn't leave the stuff 
alone, liver like a dried pea, well that’s the trouble with nrllsta, 
iiHiVt it, hoity-toity, tw good for the rest of us, Ihey'vo got lo bo 
uiifcr enl, haven’t they, bloody bohcrrdat».s IhelotoUhom, load o£ 
boozers, Junkies, fairies, Uiy-ahouts, Lmean to sny only nine 
symphonies, only 30 plays, only 10 novels, only one SI«tlno 
Chapel, I mean, what do you expect?
Well, that's It, Doe, another thousand words, anoBier boUlit. 
And that's all you'll get from mo today. All I ask l« that when my 
liver and I kick off, and (lie .lournnl of Alcoholism rinp up for a 
fr-w snerlnet remarks on |)o.st(‘rity'w loss, you'll recall all this, 
and underitand a little,
It may surprise you, but I'd hate to be remembered as just 
airother greenish-blue liver, shrunk lb iVplf Its proper size.
still bound, became quiescent. 
The ship’s saloon was like a 
cave: a deep semi-tangible 
darkness inhabited there.
The windup clock clacked 
away.
Even in the hallowed 
calmness of that cove, the 
dinghy nudged against the 
mother ship.
Lying there, I could hear it 
through her pitch-pine 
planking.
Once again I found myself 
surprised to be alone on board.
No children moved in tlieir 
bunks.
Nowifelay beside me: I had 
the whole bunk to myself.
I revelled in the luxury of it 
all.
I was as much away from 
the earth then as the first man 
on the moon ever was.
I was cradled in the womb of 
this venerable ship.
I had almost forgotten we 
had crossed oceans together, 
or that the woman who still 
lives with me lived aboard 
this same ship for those long, 
adventure-quick months and 
that the parrot, Ben Gunn, had 
sailed with us, too.
He would talk to himself, 
tiny little human-language 
conversations, in the quiet 
hours of the night.
But he was dead now.
For the first time in my 
married life, I actually con­
sidered, that night, the idea of 
never going home.
The thought was .shattering.
I was frightened by it.
Yet like a n insistant genie, it 
stayed witli me until dawn.
I plotted how it would be 
’done.'
Would the ship and I go on to 
China, or the Tuamotu 
Islands, or up the Irrawaddy 
to Mandalay?
Not that many days would it 
have taken to outfit her, to lay 
in charts and other stores, to 
prepare her for the stark 
reality of deep sailing....
But as the weekend went by, 
I began to think once more 
about my family, and even,; 
once or twice, about my Job. 
Then came a quiet 
; realization^ that,, there was^nd 
need to go on to 
<5ulf Islands had been enough;




The speed limit on the 
Patricia Bay Highway should 
be lowered from 60 mph to 50 
mph, all the way from Swartz 
Bay into Victoria, the Dean 
Park Property Owners’ 
Association decided last week.
“We timed a car going from 
Swartz Bay to Victoria at both 
speeds,’’ association chair­
man Eric Sherwood told the 
Review Monday,
“It took only one minute 
longer to make the trip at 50 
mph than at 60 mph," ho 
added.
Tho association voted to 
forward tholr recom­
mendation bn lower speed 
limits to the provincial 
department of highways, 
Sherwood said.
Other business at the 
meeting * which 30 members 
attended - included election of
'officers,"";;:’.
A.G, Ollrnore, of Rldenu 
Road, was elected president,
The association had been 
asked by North Saanich 
council for Its recom- 
mondations concerning the 
intersection at Amity Drive 
and tho highway.
The consensus at the 
meeting was to rocominond 
the inlcrsoctlon be closed to 
nil Amity traffic, except cars 
turning right on to and off the 
highway, ns suggested by 
RCMP,
They also recommended the 
municipality make some 
Improvement to that portion 
of East wSaanlch Road between 
Amity and McTavish, which 
would receive increased 
traffic if tho Interiection li 
elwfd,' '
The aoioclatlon alio 
recommended a letter be sent 
to the School Heard 'etklng; 
schools not to allow children to 
run on the highway ai a prt el 
Uidr school program.
sfiiNtfiSfeiiil
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SIDNEY
SILVER THREADS
Thursday, March 28: 9:30 a.m. 
carpet bowling; 10 p.m. liquid 
embroidery, weaving; 1 p.m. 
dressmaking; 1;15 p.m. bridge; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday, March 29: tO a.m. 
needlepoint, quilting, badminton, 
volleyball, table tennis; 1 p.m. 
knitting; 2 p.m. jacko; 7 p.m. 
evening cards.
Saturday, March 30: 1 - 4 p.m. 
open for drop-ins.
Monday, April 1: 10 a.m.
quilting, swimming, ceramics; 1 
p.m, ceramics, French; 2 p.m. 
films.
Tuesday, April 2: 10 a.m.
Serenaders' practice, oil painting; 
1 p.m. oils and watercolors; 1:15 
p.m. whist; 7 p.m. shuffleboard.
Wednesday, April 3: 10 a.m. rug 
hooking, novelties; 10.30 a.m. 
mah-iongg; noon hot dinner; 2 
p.m. concert, with Irene 
McAllister and the Entertainers; 7 
p.m. band practice.
are: Mr§. yPorothy Smith, 
homei baking; Mrs. Carolyn 
McNeil, needlework; Miss 
losbel Howard, white elephant 
and books; and Mrs. Elsie 
Wollaston, plants.
Mrs. Margaret Peden is in 
charge of the Sunday school’s 
candy stall.
The evening branch of the 
Anglican Church Women will 
be in charge of the tea and will 
also have a novelty stall.
The discussion group 
meeting at the rectory each 
Wednesday evening during 
Lent at 7:30 p.m. is having 
some lively discussions, the 
most recent being on church 
union.
All members of the parish 
and friends are urged to at­
tend.
► 1-' . f ^ I’i ' L s in Hevtew
kept busy stocking the mobile 
cart for the convenience of the 
patients.
Members have made 
several visits to patients over 







March 29, 30 and 31: 9:00 a.m. 
and all day. Shoreline Kennel Club.
Monday, April 1: SRC spring 
program registration 2-5 and 7-9 
p.m.; 3:30 - 0:00 p.m. Rae Burns^ 
dance studio; 7:30 
volieybali; 8:15 p.m. 
meeting.
Tuesday, April 2: SRC spring 
program registration 2 - 5 and 7 - 9 
p.m.; 9:30a.m. SRC women's keep 
fit; 1:00p.m. SRC adult badminton 
1:45 - 8:45 p.m. Rae Burns' dance 
studio; 3:15 p.m. SRC junior 
badminton; 3:30 p.m. SRC Sidney 
teen activity group; 7:30p.m. SRC 
table tennis.
Wednesday, April 3: 1:45 - 8:45 
p.m. Rae Burns'dance studio; 7:30 
p.m.. SRC adult badminton.
Thursday, April 4: 9:30 a.m. 
SRC women's keep fit; 1:45 ■ 8:45 
p.m. Rae Burns'dance studio; 7:30 
p.m. North Saanich Dog Obedience 





Memorial Chapel Anglican 
Church Womenmet on 
Tuesday afternoon, March 19.
The devotional period was 
taken by Mrs. Kit Mawhood; 
then each member wrote a 
paper bn “My Idea of a 
Christian”.
Reports were given by 
rnembers attending the 
diocesan annual meeting held 
in Victoria recently, those 
- attending being Mrs; Edna 
'Dobson, Miss Mary Martin, 
Mrs. Beas Barker and Mrs. 
Eva Wood.
^ Arrangements : for the 
dogwood tea, to Be held in the 
; Brentwood community hall on ^ 
; Saturday, Mayi4, were ma<3e;





The president’s address, 
read at the third annual 
meeting on March 21, 
reviewed activities and 
reported new books, bought 
for the library.
Visitors numbered around 
12,000, including letters of 
appreciation received from 
foreign countries.
Other officers’ reports 
showed the society in sound 
condition.
Members will visit other 
museums and historic places 
this year.
At the end of the meeting, 
members heard a tape- 
recorded interview with a 
pioneer woman, telling of 
amusing incidents when 
Sidney was a farming com­
munity.
Members are reminded that 




The March ' meeting was 
held at the home of Mrs. 
Garland, with 26 members 
present.
Preparations were 
discussed for the annual plant 
and bake sale, which is to take 
place in the church hall on 
Saturday, April 27, at 10 a.m.
President Taylor’s 
correspondence stressed help 
for Glendale and Ml. Newton
homes and material towards 
quilt-making.
The speaker, John Stevens, 
administrator of the extended 
care hospital.
Day and night nursing care 
is now being given to 40 
chronic patients,.one each day 
being admitted, the maximum 
being 75.
The physiotherapy 




The fashion show put on by 
the Brentwood Guides, 
Brownies and the Parents’ 
Group in the Brentwood 
Elementary School on Satur­
day, proved to be a huge 
success and resulted in $600 
being raised from both ticket 
sales and the Guides’ craft 
table.
This sum is to go towards a 
trip to Expo in Spokane in July 
for the Guides.
The work of setting up the 
hall, providing and serving 
refreshments and the clean-up 
job afterwards was done 
completely by the Guides, who 
are to be congratulated on 
their efficiency.






At the meeting held 
Monday, March 20 in 
Andrew’s church hall, 






' -V .HOSPITAL^ '■
; /AUXILIARY 
The Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Auxiliary has been 
preparing for a coffee party, 
raffle and bake sale to Be held 
March 30 at St. Mary’s church 
hall (on Cultra :Avenue in 
: Sa ahichton) from 10 a Jm. to 
noon.
■ : The auxiliary has also; been
tering exhibits in the forth­
coming flower show.
Flower arrangement en­
thusiasts were helped by 
Kempster’s demonstration 
and advice.
This month’s door prize, of 
primula plants, was won by 
Mrs. Hart; several members 
received gifts of bulbs, 
donated by Jack Bosher.
Spring flower show 
brochures are now available; 
each is full of vital in­
formation.
For a copy, contact Mrs. A. 
McDickenV 656-3746.
Be an exhibitor this year 
and be sure to see this blaze of 
island glory, unsurpassed, at 




Tribute to Mrs. Ruby 
Young, who has been 
treasurer of the Saanich 
Pioneer Society for the past 
seven years, was paid at the 
meeting of the society held at 
the log cabin on Monday, 
March 18.
The secretary was asked to 
send a letter of thanks and 
appreciation to Mrs. Young.
Following the business 
meeting, tapes of the 
reminiscences of Lome 
Thomson on the occasion of 
his 90th birthday party were 
played by Cuthbert Brown and 
president Willard Michell.
Refreshments were served 
and a social hour followed.
nament, they placed first, 
beating out Royal Oak, Mount 
Newton and, in the final game, 
.Salt Spring.
Linda Rebitt and Lori 
Russell received all-star 
awards, with honorable 
mention going to Kathy Evans 
and Stasia Gallagher.
At North Saanich's own 
school tournament, the girls 
placed' second to Duncan, 
losing the final by only one 
basket.
Linda received another all- 
star award in that tour- 
na ment.
The girls had no trouble 
winning their league, beating 
Royal Oak in every game.
Near the end of the season, 
the girls ventured up Island, 
playing Courtenay Junior and 
Lake Trail.
They defeated the Lake 
Trail team in a very close 
game, 19-18, but reached a 
sound decision, 64-8, over the 
Courtenay team.
Other wins include a suc­
cessful tangle with the. 
Parkland ‘B’ team (juniors) 
and two games over Lord 
Tweedsmuir from Vancouver.
Stasia, Kathy, Karen 
Trickett, Sherri McCulloch, 
Linda, Lori, Jennifer Russell, 
Denise Paat, Sandra Sheffler, 
Lynne Brown, Charlene Nunn 
and Susan Pumple now leave 
the basketballs of North 





Eleven memb(.'rs of the
South Saanich Women’s In­
stitute were present for the 
March meeting, held Tuesday 
at the home of Mrs. Ralph 




The Peninsula Junior Girls’ 
Softball League will be 
holding a player’s registration 
on Friday, April 5, at the 
Sidney Safeway Mall, between 
7 and 9 p.m. and on Saturday, 
April 6 between 10 and 12 a.m.
This league is open to girls 
between the ages of 9 and 12.
For further information, 
phone .Alana Gallagher, at 656- 
3637.
WITH A FLEET OF 40 CARS 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
greetings With
TUNE IN TO CKDA 
11:53 A.M. DAILY 
YOU COULD WIN 
THE ROSE OF THE DAY 
LAST WEEKS WINNERS
WINNERS FROMMARCH 19 - 25




The senior girls basketball 
team has done well this year, 
considering 50 percent of the 
girls had never played 
Basketball before this season.
With 12 wins and one loss, 
the girls entered two tour- 
naiments and ^ played four 
opposition teams.
I They did well in both, 
tournaments. ' ' ........
At the Claremont tour-
MANY MOM HOVEL 















THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
386-3368
SERVING THE SAANICH peninsula
I ‘«
LAST CHANCE TO BUY 74 COLOUR TV




Works in a drawer chassis ® Black Matrix Picture Tube






9779 4th St IN HOME SERVICE ON ALL MAKES 6564221
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The nnohey that is paid into Autopian 
byk^Temapydu^
Autopian is your insurance programme, and all of
. f:*
The Autopian funds will be used, to pay claims, administration, 
and will work to keep premiunris down, this year; and next year ana 
the year after... Autopian—insurance at the lowest possible cost. 




^ ■: ' ' t
, M i, ..:.V
INSURANCE CORPORATION li Of IIRITISH COlUMBIA
your insurance company
... ..:.i .. ... ,
■ ■ .y . ■■■• -
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r ■■■
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W. Sefton arrived in Saanichton last week from Broadview, Sask.' 
^d is a guest at the home of his mother, Mrs. M, Sefton, East 
Saanich Road. On his last visit here, a short time ago, Sefton 
purchased a home on East Saanich Road; he will be taking 
possession of it soon. Mrs. W. Sefton will join her husband here in 
May; they plan to retire here.
BEAT HIGH FOOD COSTS! 
GROW YOUR own:
RASPBERRIES ~ STRAWBERRIES — 
CURRANTS — ASPARAGUS — RHUBARB — 
CHIVES — PARSLEY — HORSE RADISH — 
GRAPES — GOOSEBERRIES ~ FRUIT 
TREES — CABBAGE — CAULIFLOWER — 
SPROUTS — ONIONS — LETTUCE.
SIDNEY PHOTOGRAPHER Jane Sloan was one of 
three Vancouver Island photographers to win awards 
at the annual convention and print show of the 
Professional Photographers’ Association of B.C., 
held in Vancouver last week. Jane is shown here 
accepting the IPS trophy — awarded her for her study 
of a kitten in a flower garden — from Hollywood 
photographer Peter Gowland.
HUNDREDS OF FLOWERING TREES— 
SHRUBS —P LANTS—PERENNI ALS- 
BEGONIA—DAHLIAS—GLADIOLA— 
EVERGREENS—FERTILIZERS. — PEAT.
QUALITY PRODUCTS AT LESS
AVALON FARM 
GARDEN SHOP
BEACON AT 5th - SIDNEY
^ YATES ■
Annie Yates at Rest Haven 
Hospital, Sidney, B.C., on 
March 12,1974, late residence 
2512 Rothesay Ave , Sidney, 
B.C. Born in Eccles, Lan- 
cashire, England, aged 89 
■years.;; ■:''■.;'
Survived by her loving 
husband, Tom, at the family 
residence, two nephews, 
Milton Thornley, Central 
Saanich and Howard Thor- 
niey, Duncan, B.C., niece Mrs. 
E. (Irene) Connell, Santa Fae, 
Calif.
The; late Mrsv Yates: was a 
member; of the; St. Paul’s 
United Church: Service was 
; held in Sands Chapel of Jtoses 
on Friday, March 15 at 3:00 
p.m. >Rev. R.H. Pratt, of­
ficiated. Interment in Royal 
Oak ■■Burialipark.,';; ;■;:;;
in Dunkirk in 1940; survived 
by her husband, Thomas, at 
the family residence. Five 
sons, Scot, Jack, Glenn, 
Calgary, Alberta, Stanley, 
Toronto, Ont., and James, 
Fullbrook, Calif. Four 
grandchildren, one great 
grandchild; five sisters in 
Toronto, Ont.
Service was held on 
Tuesday, March 19,1974 Sands 
Chapel of Roses. Rev. Robert 
A. Sansom officiated followed 
by cremation.
NEED TIRES?
B. F. GOODRICH M\mm T0Y0 
The names you can rely on!




Melissa Maryan Sam, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital oh March 10, 
1974, aged five weeks, late 
residence 950 Stelly’s Cross 
Road, Saanichton, B.C;
Survived by her loving 
parents, Mr. and,Mrs. Skippy 
Sam, Brentwood Bay, B.C., 
two brothers, Robert and 
Scottie and sister Josephine at 
home, maternal grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Everest 
Tommy, Duncan, B.C., 
several auntsi and uncles. 
Prayers held in Sands Chapel 
of Roses on Tuesday, March 
12, 1974 and Requim Mass on 
March 13,1974 at Our Lady of 
the Assumption church. Rev. 
Fr. Wm. Mudge, officiated. 
Interment in West Saanich 
Cemetery.
Howard Hilbert Sam on 
March 17, 1974 of: Central 
Saanich, late residence 
Church Road, East Saanich 
iReserve; Central Saanich:; 
Born;in Sidney, B.C: on May 
11,1957; Survived by his loving 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
Sam, East Saanich Reserve;
^ sisters Sharon, ^an, Denna, 
Cornelia, Heather, Judith and 
Stella; brothers Stan and 
Aaron; nephew Russell. 
Paternal grandparents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Alfred Wyse, 
Nanaimo, B.C., maternal 
grandfather, Mr. Stan 
Mussell, Veder Crossing, B.C.
Prayers were offered 
Wednesday, March 20, at 7:30 
p.m. Sands Chapel oL Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. and service on 
March 21st, from Shakers 
Church, West Saanich Road. 
Rev. Fr. W. Mudge celebrant. 
Burial in East Saanich 
cemetery.
NEW - USED 
RETREADS
CLARKE
Mrs. Florence Clarke, on 
March 14, 1974 at Rest Haven 
Hospital, Sidney, B.C. late 
residence 1205 Benvenuto 
Avfi,, Brentwood Bay; B.C. 
Born in Toronto, Ont, Aged 82 
years, Mrs. Clarke was 












BACON BY THE SLAB « 99'
PORK CHOPS $1 tl90to LB.' ' I.
COTTAGE ROLLS u.. 99'







* Babies —childron~~aclull«groups*— 1 Special 
of oacli person singly only Dfld, plus 50Y film foe. 
Groups $1,00 per person, plus one SOY film fee.
♦ Select from finished pictures in radiant black and 
while and living color.
* Bonus quality "Guaranfeod Salisfactlon.''
Limit — one Spoclol per child,
♦ Fast delivery — courteous services.
Tuesday and Wednesday
^mcsia EFFICTIVK THUMB. FRI. ft 8AT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
700S E. Saanich Rd. 652-2411
April 2nd & 3rd 
9::00:a.m.' -;5:30 p.m.; '
ROBINSON STORES
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READY TO GO ... Saanich Peninsula unit chairman 
for the Canadian Cancer Society, Mrs. Eve Robinson 
(seated), makes final plans for the society’s door-to-
door canvass with area captain-treasurer Julienne 
L’Hirondelle.
Cane&r canvass comes 
to Saanich Peninsula
DooT-to-door canvassing hy 
the Sidney and North Saanich 
Cancer Society will begin next 
Monday, the first day of what 
Sidney council has officially 
declared Cancer Month. v
Sidney mayor Stan Dear 
and his council have joined to 
“urge all citizens to support 
the work of the Canadian 
Cancer Society” during the 
month of April, a release from 
the town hall said this week.
And that support, peninsula 
cancer campaign chairman 
Elve Robinson said this week, 
will be what makes or breaks 
the campaign,
“All we need now is the 
support of the community to 
make our efforts successful,” 
Mrs. Robinson said in an in­
terview.
The unit for which she is 
responsible will be cam­
paigning throughout the 
Sidney-North Saanich area to 
raise funds for cancer 
research and related 
programs, she said,
The goal set for the local 
unit is $3,500 of tho $050,000 
goal sot for tho British 
Columbia and Yukon division 
of the national cancer society.
Mrs, Robin,son said she 
expects a good response from 
tho public: "This is such a 
worthwhile cause, we are 
confident the public will 
respond well,
“If only people realised that 
: one out of every four persons 
are affected in .some way by 
this disease,, regardless of 
age, race, color or creetl, 
everyone would supiwrt the 
cause,
’‘This (di.seaso) is public 
enemy numlxu’ two, claiming 
in exces.s of 35,(Kit) Canadian
lives every year.
“The sooner the answer is 
found, the better.”
Response to the society’s 
call for volunteers in past 
weeks has been surprisingly 
good, she added. "
Over 125 people have offered 
to ■ volunteer their time and 
..services,' ■"-
Each of them, fully iden­
tified, will be heading out in to 
the community next week, 
Mrs. Robinson said.
They will issue receipts for 
all contribution and will each 
wear an identification badge.
KINSMEN SPRING AUCTION: 
=■■ APRIL ■8THy;i974..':;"^r
SANSCHA HALL 7 :30 P.M. ,
COLOR YOUR WORLD 
GRAND OPENING CONTEST
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED 
JUST DROP IN FILL OUT 
CONTEST FORM
MANY PRIZES TO BE DRAWN APRIL 6
7 SPEED BLENDER, STEAM & DRY IRON, SALMON REEL, TOASTER
B&D ELECTRIC DRILL, ELECTRIC CAN OPENER 
$30 DINNER FOR TWO
With a population of 11,217 
01171 ccnsu.H) Whitehorse, capital 
of the Yukon Territory, has more 





So Miiooth and even, one coat 
covers nuwt surfaces ,,, dries 
In ininuleK... really wasliahle! 
White Hint stays while, and Hi 








This is the top-of-the-line paint that sells for 
$7,011 a gallon. YXIways. lvOok, an liidependrmt , 
lahoralory tested 3 paints (incUiding ours) 
against the ( Mnadtan (ioveniment 









.Sod lii'Ure helps to hide even 
tiovv resists "sags" sernU- 
hahle,
Malched to Pli-Tone for doors
end winYloe.'*:,' nr v,■(',!!>; nnd
celling. IrMil
Results prove ours
is the M.2 quality 
paint that costs 
about *7.
WHERE SU QUALiry PAINT COSTS ABOUT .$7|
2436 BEACON AVE. 656-5733
bowling in review
H.S. 11.T.
Mon. Mondary Mermaids l-:i 
p.m.
Janice Varga 271 645
Mon. Credit Union 7-9 p.m. 
MollieCork 241
Teresa Doug 593
Bud Nunn 291 765
Tue.Comnu'icial 7-9 p.m. 
Jean Waugh 648
Cookie Reimer 247
Geo Waugh 313 904
Tue. Commercial 9-11 p.m. 
MyrnaGreen 278 722
Geo. Coldwell 307 814
Wed. Senior Citizens 
Gwen Mason 255 578
MelW'est 230 606
Wed. Canadian l.egion 7-9 
p.m.
Agnes Coldwell 250 667
Jim Inman 266 733
'I'hur. Commercial 7-9 p.o. 
Alison Pennic 271 648
Geo. Coldwell 308 719
Thur. Commercial 9-11 p.m. 
Betty DuTemple 240 663
Chas. Essery 298
Bill Auley 793
Kri. Glen .Meadows 
Millie Anderson 228 591
Kri. Friday Niters 8-10 p.m. 
Marlene Barber 300 723
Bill Mcz\uley 268 694
■fcki
Fashion Eyewear with a Flair
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED CONTACT LENSES 




1105 Pandora Ave. 
1175 Douglas St. 
1120 Yates St.
159 Trunk Rd. 
Duncan, B.C. 
m 9775 4th St., 
Sidney, B.C.
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF CENTRAL SAANICH
NOTICE OF ENUMERATION 
For Municipal Voters’ List
Commencing Monday, March 25, 1974, officially appointed 
Enumerators for the Municipality of Central Saanich, 
carrying written authority for identification, will be making 
house-to-house visitations to obtain registrations for a new 
Voters’ 'List to be used at Municipal Elections and 
Referendums.
In order to ensure that your name will be on the new Voters’ 
List, you will have to make application for registration with 
the Enumerators, and your co-operation in providing them 
with the necessary information is requested.
The Enumeration should be completed by April 11, 1974, and 
any person absent from his place of residence or who has not 
been visited by an Enumerator during the above period, 






DID YOU KHOW YOU CAI^ EHJOY LUHCH AT 
THE CHALET FOR AS LITTLE AS 
WEDNESDAY THRU SUTOY
DIHE AND DAHCE TO THE iUSIC 
OF DOREEN JACKSON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
THURSDAY IS SEAFOOD MIGHT
' ABALONE - CRAB-CLAMS 
OYSTERS-SCAMPIES-LOBSTER 
SHRIMP
« e e e « a ® e ® 9 e e e ® o « ® ® ® @ 9 0 ® a d a ®
RESERVE WOW
® 9 e 9 ® 9 9 a a ® 9 o « a ® e e e o 9 ® o e 9 ® @ e o
Closed Monday and Tuesday
.t.v;*;*;*:*:^:*:*:*!*!*?;*;*;*:
ROBINSOi
GREAL VALUES! GREAT SAVliGS!











MENS NYLON I COLORING 
T SHIRTS
assorted colors S M L y , • , .large size good value
for
NYLON TOPS









in decorative style - gold 
& silver color





2 writing sets & 1 stationery




decorated In moulded 
flowers




BEFORE 5 PM. MONDAY
REVIEW CLASSIFIED
656-1151
9-5 Monday thru Friday
DEADLINE; 5 p.m. Monday for insertion the same week. 
RATES: 25c for each four,words or less; minimum SI.00. 
Box numbers, 25c extra.
All advertisements'must comply with the B.C. Human Rights Act, 
which prohibits any advertising because of race, sex, religion, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place of origin, or age (between 44 and 65), 
unless the condition is justified by a bonafide requirement for the 
work involved.
All advertising will be subject to the approval of Review Publications 
Ltd., which reserves the right to classify, reject or insert copy fur­
nished, at its sole discretion.
SALT SPRING ISLAND, Isle view 
meadow Townhouse, 2 bedrooms and 
study, T/2 baths, all electric, snug and 
warm with fireplace too. W-W carpet, 
washer, dryer, 2 storey, 1200 sq. ft. 
Lease only S225.00 per month. Phone 
or write Scott Point Marina, Reg. 
Taylor 537-2851.
Help Wanted
SPRING FEVER? Sell AVON. A 
reason to get dressed up, meet new 
friends, enjoy the beauty business and 






BKACON AT 1st STREET
CASH FOR PIANOS. Phone 477-6439.
8-6
1971 20 FT. SOUTH PARK, Tandem 
Axle, self contained. Sleeps five May 
be seen at 9522 Lochside Dr. Sidney. 
What offers? 656-2531. 12-1
PRICES EFFECTIVE
thurs. fri. sat.
CHICKS — DUAL PURPOSE — 
Paymaster (Rhode Island Red Cross), 
White Leghorns, White Rocks. Ship 
anywhere. NAPIER HATCHERY, 
22470 - 64th Avenue, R.R. 7, Langley, 
B.C. 534-6268. 7.t'
COOKS, WAITRESSES, dish washers 
required for Sidney TraveLodge. 
Phone Mr. Peter Dentro, 656-1176. 13-2
GIRLS WANTED for telephone work. 
No experience necessary. Call 656- 
5596. 13-1
WANTED, auctioneer for Sidney 
Kinsmen Auction. April 8, 7:30 p.m. 
Sanscha Hall. Volunteer's gratefully 
accepted. 13-1
'69 FORD R.ANCH WAGON. Good gas 
mileage. Best c-'fer. 656-1741. 12-1
1965 CHEVY II. V.'-: door, standard 
shift. Big 6 motor. S750.00. Phone 656- 
3337. 12-1
RATE CARDS AVAILABLE ONsmEtsBomaasa;
GARDEN SERVICE — Pruning. 
Bruno von Schuckmann. 656-1990. 38-tf
DOLL'S CARRIAGE in good 







MATURE FEMALE, over 25 years Of 
age, for shift work at victoria In­
ternational Airport, for car rental 
agency. Apply Box Y, Sidney Review.
13-2
SAANICH
PRIVATE PARTY REQUIRES 1 - 20 
acres, either view or waterfront. No 
agents please. Write details to Box U, 
Sidney Review. 12-4
FULLER BRUSH PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46-tf
THE BANK OF MONTREAL, Sidney 
Branch, requires experienced full 
time Teller. Please apply in person or 
call 656-1 181 for interview. 13-2




50 Treed ac. on Hillside. Total 
seclusion with magnificent 
views. Private estate, resort, 
or.’... $175,000.
NEAR BRETHOUR PARK 
Well built. 1280 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on quiet street. 
Custom built to owner’s specs. 
Prices escalating fast. Buy it 
now! $39,900.







VIeSoria Reel Estate Board 
and IIAultiple Listing Service.
2444 Beacon Av®. 
SicSneyB.C. 656-1154
for your home if I find it suitable 
for rental or renovation. For 
immediate inspection and same 
day decisions. Call
BILL CARNEGIE
385-7761 (24 Mrs.) 652-3627 (Res.) 
D.F. HANLEY AGENCIES LTD.
WATKINS PRODUCTS 
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE 
NORMAN HULL 656-4938
46-tf
WANTED, LADY for housecleaning, 
one day weekly. Own transportation if 
possible. 656-2730affer 6 p.m, 13-1
WANTED
USED CITIZEN BAND 
sets or components 
Bought or Traded 




Your complete Home Entertainment 
Centre
2363 Beacon Ave. 656-3012
1967 VALIANT sedan, 6 auto.. 
Real nice car. $1395.00. 656-5458,
radio.
13.1
We reserve the right tq 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 aim. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
'69 CHEV. 6cyl, Stretch Van 108. New 
paint, rebuilt motor, clutch, brakes, 
$1985,00, 656-5216. 13-2
CHILD'S SIDEWALK bike. 656-5157.
13-1
1969 JEEP PICK-UP , 46,000miles, 350 
V-S, 4 standard, 4 wheel drive, air 
conditioning, radio, 8 track stereo, 
reserve gas tank, heater. Tach and 
guages. Tech, manual with custom 
camper. Asking $4,000.00. Call 656- 
5390. 13-1 PORK CHOPS




ED'S FURNITURE REPAIRS, 9850 
Fourth St., Sidney. 656-1218. 2.tf
YOUNG, INTELLIGENT man to 
work in Lumber-Hardware store. 
Willing to learn. Five day week. Apply 
in writing to Slegg Brothers Lumber 





MATURE WOMAN to do housework 
and light gardening. Pleasant per­
sonality. Live out. 652-2969. Sidney 
area. ij-y
Olde Towne Auctioneers 
584 Johnson St.,
Victoria, B.C.
We buy outright or sell on con­
signment all household goods, tools, 
etc. 383-9512; 383-5641. 9-tf
'67 AUSTIN mini 850. Radio. Very well 
kept. Offers, after 6p.m. 386-6836. 13-1
1971 SUNBEAM ALPINE, 2 dr. 
fastback. 28,000 miles. Nice condition. 
$1695.00. Phone 656-5458. 13-1
WANTED, TIMBER-ALL species 
including alder. Top prices paid. 478- 
2932. 6-tf
'65 PONTIAC, 6 cyl,. Standard, 
economical, reliable, low main­
tenance, one famly car since new. 




one day week. Dean Park area. 
Transportation provided if necessary. 
656-4089. 12-2
MEN OR WOMEN interested in 




Owner Wilf Dorman gives’ per­
sonal attention to all orders 
PHONE 656-4754
MATURE, HANDY MAN to work in 
Sidney area. Must be versatile,'own 
transportation. For further in 
formation 652-2969. 13-2
ONE, WHEELBARROW, sledge­
hammer and crowbar. Phone 656-5143.
13-1
ECONOMICAL 1965 Rambler Classic, 
six cyl., reclining seats, radio, heater, 




Saanich Peninsula Men’s Wear. 
Ideal small business for a 
clothier who wants to take it 
somewhat easier and still make a 
good living. Call us for terms.
DEEP COVE
Lovely waterview residence on V2 
acre of land. This 3 bedroom no 
step home is spotless. Call to view 
now. Asking $60,000.
WOMAN FOR CASUAL BABY SIT­
TING, mostly days, apply Bov V, the 
, Sidney Review. 49-tf
Lost
'71 VOLKSWAGEN, 40,000 





. SAANICH PNEINSCLA 
;MEN’swear;:;: ;/ 
Ideal small business for a 
clothier who wants; to take it 
somewhat easier and still make a 
good living; Call us for terms.
CLOSE-IN
3 Bedroom bungalow only 1 block 
from Beacon Ave. Only 6 year 
old. 72 X 200’ foot. $37,000;
‘‘Vancouver Island's most 








NEW,G.E.fridge, 2 door, 15cu. ft. 25 
percent off. Phone 656-5784 before 5 
p.m. , 13-1
PUREBRED IRISH SETTER pups. 
Had shots, wormed and tatooed. Bitch 
may be seen at Kennel Show, Sanscha 
March 30and 31st. 656-4403. 13-1
Unusual 3 bedroom split level 
home oh 77jx 77 lot in South of 
Sidney. You will love the party or 
concert size living” room.; Low 
interest rate financing; $^,900.
'•\”UALL''':;:
656-4000 K.iD ROST 656-2427
T;; NEW LISTING.-,;,
4 bedroom full basement home in 
a well developed area of Sidney. 
In excellent condition. Close to 
schools and marine. $41,000. 
JohnBruce Bus. 656-3928
Res; 656-2023; or 592-7576
REPAIRS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY.
STURDY LADIES bike, balloon tires. 





-Previous experience preferable 
but not essential.
-Required to start training im­
mediately.
-Earn $300 to $500 per week — 
every week.
Our powest man earned $1,000 
per mo., our best average $1900 
per month, last financial year.
3 PERSONS SELECTED 
-Must be able to stand rigid in­
vestigation, be honest, 
aggressive, reliable, and owner 
of a good ear.
-Not books, pots & pans or 
graveyard plots.
ONE SET tires: G-60-14. Mad Dawg; FOR APPOINTMENTCALI.,; 
600's..Like new: Offers. Phone 6S6-v,^'{)j^'j_^I2(-'P
980-2641!) a.m. to5jp.m.
FOUR MONTH Old, beige male kitten 
with pink flea collar. 656-4351. 13-1
1972 TOYOTA CROWN 4 dr. stn. 
wagon, 6 cylinder, auto., P.S.; P.B.; 
1500 miles. Like new, $3495.00. Mr. 






FIBREGLASS CABIN CRUISER, 22 
ft., 312 cu. in. interceptor. F.VY.C., 
W.C., Trim Tabs and Dinghy. Wired 
boathouse available. 652-2170. 10-4




JOHN DEER 110 garden tractor 
mower and large tires, hydraulic, 
$750.00; grass pick-up, $35.00; sport 
yack dinghy with transom, $125.00; 














Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
SIDNEY 658-3924








7115 WEST S.'YANICH RD.
USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MISCELLANEOUS.
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
THORNLESS, healthy Loganberry 
tips. 20c each. Phone 652-1421, 13-1 Work Wanted
SELLING — TWO PUREBRED 
English toy poodles. Bjack. Six 
months. Phone 656-'2613, 13-1
ODD JOBS with or without Vs ton pick­
up. 656.5352, ; 13-V
LAWN MOWER; boy's ,5.speed bike; 
girl's 3.speed bike; egg hatching In­
cubator; pinto pony. 656-4297. 13-1
RUSS' TRACTOR service, Rototllllng 
■ Big or small jobs. Call anytime, 656- 
3689, 13-tf
FREE TO GOOD home, black, 
Dalmatian cross pup. 656-3792.
male
13-1
WILL LOOK after baby, in my home. 
Phone 656.2548, 13-1
TECO RIDING mower. $200.00. As 
new. Phone 656-3335., 13-1
WANTED, Painter's helper. Neat, 
clean and have transportation. Phone 
656-4487. 13-1
TO Kl SANYO 
Courier : 
T-yFANNON''^,' ;■





30 FT. NOVA SCOTIAN gaff rigged 
schooner. 30 H.P. Gray marine 






.30 FT. FIBREGLAS Trimaran sloop. 
Sailed single handed to Tahiti. 
Sacrifice price $7,000.00. Fully 
equipped. Bill Holm, c: 0 Postes 
Restantes, Papeete or phone 656-3691.
: ,'.22-1
Personal^
BLACK AND DECKER bench saw, 
$50.00; Black and Decker, hedge 
clippers, $15.00. 6.56-5108. 13-1
WORK WANTED Tree falling, 
cement work, landscaping by hour or 
contract. Free estimates. Call 384. 
9737, 33-tf
Your Complete Home 
2:168 Beacon Ave. 
Entertainment Centre 
6.';6-:ioi2
FRANCE • In loving rriemory of dear 
brother John, who fell asleep, March 
28, 1971, Mother, 1952, Dad, 1943, and 
brother Herbert, 1938.
He will swallow up death In victory; 
and the Lord God will wipe away tears 
from off all faces; and the rebuke of 
his people shall he take away from off 
all the earth; for the Lord hath spoken 
It, Isaiah 25:8.
Awake and sing ye that dwell in dust ; 
for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and 
the earth shall cast out the dead. 
Isaiah 26:19,
Ever remembered by sister and 














FOR PROMPT FREE 
ESTIMATES PHONE 
()52-17n
RECTANGULAR FENCE posts. 
Cedar and creosoted fir ties. 6 ft, long 
X 6x8 in, $2.50.each. Shell Station, 
Jordan River, 293-2038. 13-2
REPAIRS — ALTERATIONS—SUN- 
DECKS — Refinishing etc. Free 
Estimates. S, FrorittI Construction. 




BUS, 308-3585 RES. 656- 3602 LARGE HOUSEKEEPING room with 
kitclienetle on Cablevision. Suit quiet 
worldnoman. Brentwood, 6S'2-21S6, 13- 
7
■ 2181 Beacon Sidney. B.C. (150.3951
WANTED,small house or cabin under 
$120.00, Phono 658-5713, leave 
monaoo, 13-1
KIRBY CLASSIC 
Upright and Shampooer 
$369.00Value 
Sell for $250,00 
or Best Offer 
Ph.OSG-SlGOAptNo. Ill 
Weekdays after 5.00 p.m. 
Weekends anytime. 
Traded on Bison
SAVE 25 PERCENT on Nixon Scourex 
Buy tho 32 tablet bottle. Dependable 
scour treatment for' eight c.slves. 
Royal Oak Pharmacy (McCoy's) Lid, 
445? We.st Saanich Road, Victoria, 
f3,C. ,179-1614. 131
CAREY'S CLEAN-UP. Expert clean- 
up of yards and basements, 
Rotovafitig. Free estimates, 656-5671 
a(torSp,m. 11-tf
POODLE a SCOTCH TERRIER 
Full grown. All shots, 656-3312,
$20.
13-1
HANDYMAN ■ Painting, Lino, 
Ceramic Tile, Carpet, or what have 
you, 656-1016, 9-t(
RECONDITIONED TV'S. One colour 
ronsole, $125 00; two 23 Inch B W 
$60,00and $90,00; two portables, $35.00 
and $60.00; Stull's T.V, Centre, 9779 
Fourth St, 656-1221, 13-2
PLENTY OF T.L,C. for your child, 
preferably under four. Babies 
welcome. Please contact mo fit 656- 
4.522 after SiDOp.m. 13 1
NOTICE
CLUB, ORGANIZATIONS, HOBBY & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES etc. etc.
FRKK .MALL bookings may be arranged for displays. 
Community rnnd Drives, Etc. etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr, Tom Bradfield, Mgr,
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association 
Phone 6.56-1443




TWO OR THREE room cottaflo for 
older working lady In Poninaula area, 
If nUltHblo permanent. Phono 656-4587, 
, ^ ' ,13-1
Bulla your retlroment homo on 
UiU Boavlew lot In Doop Cove. 
M.L.S.:0054 ,
Aaldng $11,000
WANTBD, SIDNEY ARIQA, 
dujijnx or houte. $150.00 • $165,00. 
Willlno to do up-l<Bep or renovatloni, 
1»«.344l«(f#i'Sp,m, 13-1
;
AEDMORE - beautiful treed 







CALIFORNIA COUFLB would IIKo to 
rant and cars tor 2 or 3 iiadroom 
furnlihod homo Jun« 15 to Sopt, 15, 
Armnoamonti flexible. Have local 
reiirencei, 383.2251, 13.1
IRCHER'S TV sen ms
anBous
for u fiu’lory Iniltied H|»eelullHi
lylione i,|
mK17 .7thHtm't Hldliey, B.C, \
SANITARY OARftAOtl SERVICE, 
Sidney clean-Up. Ray Bowcott, 656- 
1920, - ; ,
AT STUD: Grand Champion Arabian 
Vlalllon, Sa'i KA will bo available lo a 
low mares in 1974, 15-1 h, a ooloon 
choMituI, hi» has producod wlnnli'io 
foals and 2 champions, Siud foe; 
$300,00 tor purobrod Arabians, 1125,00 
tor others, voi chock ol maro com- 
puisary.-Phono BUI or .Mary Klorans 





WANTBO BY MAY lit, cloan, uiv 
(urnishod, two bedroom homo, 
Sasnich iirofl, Roliabl6> middle agod 
couplo with small dog, Maximum 





Quality Meat Cut, Wrappeid 
for Horno Froozern 
7108 W. SaMllloh 6S2*168a
MWMIMI
BEACON READY-MIX LTD Contractors
THE THOUGHT SHOP
Gifts —Cards 
Toys —Sewing Notions 
Crafts — Wool 
7107 WeHt Snntilcb ltd. rtri2-;i«l2
BAANicN mmmuLACMDir umoN
Brentwood Bay Branch 
7174 Wo»l Saanich Ftoacl 
65S-.2111 652.2022
Bpeolellxlno In low ooit loana
YOUNG FAMILY would like to 
purchaso building lot in or around 
SUInoy, Please(lall 6,56 2.590, 13-2
Call US for READY MIXED CONCRETE 
WASHED SAND & GRAVEL - DRAIN GRAVEL
NOTARY PUBLIC
DAIAN BAY BEACH MOTEL NOW 
RENTING FOR WEEKLY’ OR 
MONTHLY RATES, Polly (urnished 
(mils, 656-4419 . 2 t(
BILL BRAIN ROOFING





FOR LEASIE. 4.50 aq. It, olficc on 
dtora, Weacon Ave. Sidney. 479 2106 6
tf. .,
HOU$EKBrsPINO ROOM. No $tt>|)$, 
all found, I' j Ulockii Irom slore, 
Sulinbto retired gentleman. All found, 





Roal(3lanllal • Commercial 
A Golf Coiirso Construclion 





Brentwood Arts & Crafts










T!3(|.Ss3«t‘.M. Mris. P, Johiifion
656-416 111
ti.iu itilu, '(Vtuilwybf lliu itiaiUL.wu ciUi I'lutiiJIb aii'y job! 




2060 HENRY .AVE. WEST, SIDNEY, B.C,
DANISH
tlPMOtSTEHV '
All riapfilrs - Any xirft bnai anri 
trijllor custiioriB . custom inade 
turmturo




For Fishermans’ plugs 
. and. tackle ^
PIANO rmim 656-1151
and SERVICF-
ftll piano paris stocked 
Con8orvntDrlo,$ at Zurich
and VIonne









7105 W, Saanich 652*3143
Minute Maid
ORANGE jUICE
r. 0/., 4 $100tins
RHODES 
BREAD DOUGH


















Wednesday, March 27, 1974
CARE is more 
than just a
Clean water is a world-wide problem. CARE helps 
remote villagers with pumps, pipes, and plans.
Your donations provide the equipment. The villagers 
do the work. Send your dollars to:
CARE Canada Dept. 4 
63 Sparks St.
Ottawa Kl P 5A6
SCREENS
(window)
MADE LOCALLY - ANY SIZE
\\ •' measure aiuJ install at no extra charge
SIDNEY GLASS
2384 Beacon Ave. 656-1313
WE BL’Y AND SEI.L EVERYI'HING
iligliest Cash l^aid for I'sed Furniture 
•Appliances Tools What Have Vou.





Guarantee a prime investment return and tax advantages 
for immediate retirement income.
Call Vernon L. Ilembling, C.L.L'.
HARBOUD IHSURAiCE i.t».
Insurance Is Our business Not a Sideline
:2(I Broad Street ;J8(>'8411
15*1? If
ADULT BOOKS, NOVELTIES,
AAarital Aids. Free price list. Adelphi 
Books, Box 1866, Saskatoon, Sask, S tf
INCOME TAX. Your personal Income 
Tax done in complete confidence at 
reasonable rates. Can Pick up 479 
1961, 5 tt
WANTED
NO. 1 SCRAP mow
• CLEANED AUTO BLOCK
• CAST IRON RAILWAY 
CAR WHEEL^ ^^^^
• NO. T ^ACHIN E RY SCRAP
^BO "$90 P®** '^®^T5roke^^ cssid delivered
TERMINAL CITY IRON WORKS LTDl
, vancouver.: ^:^
Phone collect to Norm Amundsen 
8:00 - 4:30 p.m. - Phone: 253-7525
■T'V'.h
Residents of Sidney and the Peninsula for 
making our first year so successful.
^ Howard & Marion Rossiter
UTLEY • Born to Raymond and 
Noreen Utley, a darling wee daughter, 
Joelle Susan, S lbs, 15 ozs, on 77\arcn 
18, 1974, af Royal .Jubilee Hospital. 
Special thanks to Dr, Provost and Dr. 
McKciuie. 1.1 1
Vvi
VI I r M- , 1■ ^ ' ' f!'' -3:.
pi '■"'*»* ■ , ' ST*- ” '
" ■'llj
i ' ■ ''W ■' :. r
■:.r
LIKE SAILING, MAKING NEW
FRIENDS, reliixiriy in the suri:' Jom 
now Rocrealional Club now forming, 
to cruise tho Gull islands with ex 
pericnct'd skippers and onloy other 
social events, Phono 477 3100 ovenings 
7:00 9;00 p.m. No week end Ciills,
please,Outsailing, IJ
THE PLAYERS and management ol 
the Pacific Commuter Dolpliins 
Hockey Club wish lo thank the Ians • 
Harvey's .Sporting Goods,- Siylelone 
Cleaners; Barry Bennett's Service 
and especially Mr. and Mrs. Wayne 
McArthur for their supporl during the 
post hockey season. 13 1
BINGO K OF P HALL, H p.m. every 
Thursday, Everybody welcome. M(
C>
IN APPRECIATION WE ARE OFFERING
Featuring 
'I'hrcc Cycles 
Dual Wash /Vrms 
Fasy Roll Castor 
Wood drain Top
I'DW H2-;i(ll{ lOO
auxiliary to SAANICH Peninsula 
Hospital, coffee party, raffle iind hake 
sale,March 30, lOa.rn. ■ 12 noon,at St, 
Mary's Church Hall, Cultra Ave. 
Saanlchlon, Rofresliments SOc, 13 1
CENTRAL SAANICH Babe Ruth must 
have help to function this year 
Meeting to be held April 2, fl p m. 
home o( Y7. Monych, 749-1 Cast
Saanich ROad, 11 1
CENTRAL SAANitCH t,ions' .lackixit 
tSKiO.OO) Olnoo. Brentwood Corn 
munlly Hall, Monday, April I'd r iUi
r,M
HORSE CONSIONMEHT SALE, 
Saturday, May 4, Saenlrhion Fan 
Grounds. Entry S5.00 includes l>ox 
stall and ore nl rein No afldiliooal 
.cost nr commission. This is not an 
auction sale, Horses, Ponies or 
egulPTtUinl. 6,52 .3311 or 479 3665, t o 
ifios must he made before Ar,ir ll i9ih.
lU 4
ttRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB 
CASTER Turkey Biugo, Miprumy, 





Three Drying 'rem|H‘rjiture 
120 min. Timed Cycle 
Barge free flow lint scretm 
2 years on iKirts & Ijihonr
free^gIftT
FOR AIL OUR 
CUSTOMERS
ll»llM»»»llMMli;'B»«IWl»Mlll>li»l<RWBI|W^
Personalized service to all makes Washers, Diyers, Ranges, 
Dishwashers , Vacimins Toasters fife.
Sidney Appliance Centre




FOR THE CHILDREN MARCH 28, 29, 30
Accountants





Elliott & Company |
Chartered .Accountants j
\V..I.KI.1,10TT, ('..A, j
Beacon Stiopping Pla/.a i
232!) Beacon .Avenue I
Sidney, B.C. i
Teleplione (<56-3821 j
I Accounting, Taxation.!1 Payrolls, General Business | 
Services. Full or Partial | 
.Service as desired. Over 25 




Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestronghs. Qualified
Roofers — Hndget Briei's — 
Free Fstiinates 656-4:}69
ACCOUNTING SERVICE







Home and Office Cleaners 




2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
MARSHALL'S






Painting and Decorating 




All ltt‘piiiis-Aiiy si/.e Boat and 









Upholstery Vinyls in Stock
6.5r.-!412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
UPMOLSTEBY
REPAIRS RE-COVERING 















“Large or Small 















Robert W. Roper, D.C.




















BACK HOE WORK 
CAT WORK 
TRUCKING





New Homes & Cabinel.s Custom build 





Specialist in Golour T V 
Problems.
656-5313 5-tf
FREE COFFEE & 
DONUTS DROP IN 
AND CHAT A WHILE
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
I!UII.DIUIS & DKSIGNKILS
Commercial & Residential 
Con.structioii. Ilcnovalions 


























Custom Buili HtJine.s 
Aflilllltiiis, Allenitions 
(’ttliint'ls. Htipair.s 
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PERC. & SOIL ““
TESTING SERVICE
LAND PERCOLATION TESTING 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
ItRACING ESCAPMENT OF EFFLUENT j 
LOCATING PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
Ph. 656-4297
IN YOUR HOME 
s steam Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaning: 
SPECTALiziNG IN WALL 











Oovornmoni cartlliod, lochniciiin 
with 36 yonrr. nvpnrionco In Elan- 













TOOL GRINDING i :
; Scissors Sharpened 
Light Repair Work 
































Thousands of Shrubs — Trees — 
Bulbs and Plants.









2384 Beacon Blume 6.56-1.313
GORDON UREN
















“No ioh (no sniall” 
656-5601
FRED BEARD




CuHtoin Built llomeK 
/XdditioiiH





tMiUlliMUIM'IWlIililWM’* ''' ' --------------HAR LEE FOODS
YOUR ONE STOB SIIOB 
FOR FOOD 
COItNEH MCTAVISH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 
OBEN ...PAILY 9 A.M. - HB.M 
656-4061
FOR COMMERCIAL 
& HOME CLEANING' 
F1,OOUS.WINDOWS- 
CAUBim : , 
WALLS
CALLRUiB .lANITOBS 
: ALT, SAANICH AND 
SIDNEY AREAS 







COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
Laitdlord and 'renapt Advisory 
Bureau ! 382-3UW :
Legal Aid -- Criiriltial 3H2.2101 
IvUutb, cm Vvbeel.*, (Mu-21'Vi 
,Saanich Menial Heallh Centre 
479-J602
Bublic Henlth (Bre-rifttal, Well 
Baby, itninutitzuttun and V.l>. 
—Contral Saanich ami 
Saanich 3S2-M21






CritilK Line f24 hotir8) 3Kft fi.323 
T'amily Allownnce, Old Age 
.Seeurify ftnd Guaranteefl lii- 
come Supplement 3R8-.36:il 
l’'iiifiricial A!i8i.‘>lanee f,Social 
Allmvanee and Supplement ht 
f)Id Age Security);
■ ^Sidney, Cenlral and North 
Saanifdi, Gulf Ifdand^ 6,W-31M1 





Rug and Uphni5ler,v t’leaneiH, 
: ' ^ Wall Watdilng.





^ -GaniBw . , 637-5424
..kliool iJi.silrid.ik' . .
No, tW - rUa'.4l S«aiiidi, Cciiiral"
Saanich, North Saanich,
Sidney ., 656-1111 .
Services for thc.FlUcrly .388-4268
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need ‘mother* for sturdiness
BY PAT MANNING 
Review Staff Writer
A mother couldn’t care for 
her children with more en­
thusiasm and learned ex­
pertise than Russ Simpson 
uses to care for his plants.
As a matter of fact, com­
paring raising healthy 
children and raising liealthy 
plants is a favorite analogy of 
Russ’, owner of Avalon Farm 
on Birch Road in North 
Saanich.
“All you need is the op­
timum environment and a 
balanced diet and you have 
healthier, sturdier plants and 
children,” he explained.
Russ’ earlier career was a 
far cry from growing plants.
He comes from a family of 
Winnipeg entertainers, who 
enjoyed the reputation of 
being the oldest continually- 
operated stock company in 
North America,
“I was in the Winnipeg 
Kiddies in 1919,” grinned 
Russ.
“I was a moppett and I 
sang.”
He worked with the Dum- 
bells (see last week’s Review, 
page 7) when they played in 
Winnipeg and he met such 
famous entertainers as 
ventriloquist Edgar Bergen 
(before he had Charlie Mc­
Carthy) and George Burns 
and Gracie Allen, when she 
was the “straightman.”
During World War II, Russ 
worked with Paramount 
Pictures but was on loan to the 
government.
He put in the theatre at the 
air base in Sidney and was 
responsible for supervising 
newsreel shots.
After the war, he left 
Paramount 'tc!i, become general 
manager of a theatre circuit.
“We went through the silent 
nibvies era and then into 
sound and ail the heartbreak 
, involved. .
“Ttien we were doiw in by 
the idiotic box. . . .TV,” Russ 
sald.^v-^: '-i' -w;:'':
Russ retir^ and came «»t 
to the peninsula he had come 
to know so well during the 
' war,' ■
He had intended to “do 
nothing,” but he met some 
people growing bulbs and he 
became interested - in fact, 
fascinated - by the beauty of 
the plants.
“It is a constant source of 
amazement to my friends that 
I ended up growing flowers.
“I used to be a hard-boiled 
sales manager,” he laughed.
What started out as a hobby 
soon became an exciting and 
complex career.
He didn’t know much at f irk 
and always wanted to know 
more.
Russ began growing bulbs 
on his farm on Birch Road in 
1981; soon began to export 
them.
He did that until the 
“Golden Nematode Scare,” a 
virus scare which forced a 
quarantine on bulbs and which 
“bankrupted a number of 
growers.”
Russ said ho wasn’t allowed 
to ship his bulbs off the island.
He had a fine stock of ex­
cellent flowering bulbs which 
he lost completely,
Leaving that experience 
behind him, Russ decided to 
put up a greenhouse and begin 
growing bedding plants and 
flowors,
He went down to 
Washington State Univoriity, 
wl^ere all their research was 
made available to him.
Ho Imd tho same experience! 
at tho University of SouUicrn 
Californln, where ho found 
everyone would bend over 
backwards to explain new 
methods and techniques and 
to give him whatever 
onalstance they could.
“Too much credit cannot be
given to plant scientists and 
breeders who have devoted 
their entire lives to producing 
new and better strains, 
thereby increasing yield of 
food crops from 20 up to 100 
per cent.
“Had this not been done, 
with the rapid increase in 
population on this continent, 
starvation would have been 
the order of the day.
“Prime farmland was being 
gobbled up for housing 
developments and the farmer 
was forced to go further afield 
and, in most cases, to unim­
proved and unproved ground.
“That they met this 
challenge and demand for 
produce as successfully as 
they did was through sheer
dedication__ none of them
have become wealthy, but we 
do have the healthiest race of 
people in the world.”
Russ pointed out that, while 
we are still dealing with the 
same weather and the same 
land, better and more
abundant crops are being 
produced all the time.
He attributes this to the 
development of new strains 
and new methods.
With excitement in his 
voice, he spoke of the great 
feeling of accomplishment one 
gets from starting from 
nothing, then seeing what can 
be done with a little 
imagination and a willingness 
to experiment and try new 
methods.
Russ is the only bedding 
plant grower locally who uses 
the “soiless type” of culture.
It is a new technique of 
growing, developed at the 
University of Southern 
California.
The object of the soiless 
culture is to have absolute 
control over the plant en­
vironment and freedom from 
disease.
“There is the feeling that, 
because of urbanization and 
the loss of good soil, growers 
would have to acquire a new
technique to survive.”
Use of the soiless culture 
has exceeded all expectations.
Plants are, more often than 
not, healthier than those 
started in soil.
Transplant shock has been 
overcome because roots are 
not damaged or torn when 
taken from their original 
containers.
Where 50 seeds before might 
produce five to 10 plants, Russ 
is finding he has 90 per cent 
germination with the soiless 
culture and 100 per cent 
successful transplant.
He pointed out he can now 
use seeds that cost $1,500 an 
ounce and have it make sense 
economically.
With the old method, there 
was only 20-25 .per cent ger­
mination.
“You can imagine how 
much the plants would cost the 
grower and the buyer at that 
rate.”
Initially, the soiless culture 
is a more expensive method of
growing plants.
Each plant has specific 
needs which have been 
determined scientifically.
“It is like feeding a baby 
with a formula in a bottle.”
Russ explained essentially, 
there was no difference bet­
ween “natural growing” and 
the method he uses.
Manure which is dug into 
the ground provides humus, 
along with nitrogen, 
phosphate and potassium.
Before it can be used by 
plants, it must be converted 
into acids and salts.
This is done when the 
manure breaks down and 
releases these nutrients into 
the soil.
“We use the same acids and 
salts," said Russ, “but they 
are available rightnow.”
The humus, which keeps the 
soil open, is provided by using 
peat moss or sawdust or a 
number of other substitutes.
“What you get out of 
manure is the same thing we 
supply,” said Russ, “only we 
don’t have to wait for it.”
The formulas which tell 
what each plant needs weren’t 
always available; most are 
available now and, with ex­
perimentation and careful 
observation of plants, Russ is 
constantly learning about
what each plant requires.
He spoke with regret - and 
some bitterness - about the 
British Columbia government, 
which, he said, has been so 
reticent to embark on any 
significant projects in the field 
of plant science.
He talked of a federal 
government flower bulb 
program which, if it had been 
followed through, would have 
been an important and 
profitable crop for the island 
and for B.C. with its ideal 
climate, but which was never 
acted upon by the provincial 
government.
The lack of co-operation 
between the federal and 
provincial government in the 
agriculture field has meant a 
loss to B.C, in what could have 
been a province of highly 
specialized crops, he added.
Russ’ expertise in this new 
method of growing plants has 
been acquired by reading and 
by thumb.
He has benefitted greatly 
from research done in 
American universities.
He brings a particular zeal 
and delight to what he is doing 
which has enabled him to
glean the knowledge 
necessary to continue ex­
perimenting on his own, 
without much help from local
government or institutional 
sources.
Avalon Farm in North 
Saanich is trulv one man’s
experimental farm, where 
plants are enjoyed and their 










MARCH — APRIL ' 
SERIES
SHOWING OFF THE RESULTS of his Russ Simpson tends plants at his 
“soiless culture” method of gardening, garden centre.
TAKE-HOME
SUPPLIES
Andre Gingras, first secretary, 
Canadian Embassy in Saigon, 
Vietnam, was present at a 
distribution of USC clothing and 
agricultural tools to 9,000 
repatrioted Montognards. or 
mountain people, in a camp GO 
miles from Pleku, USC 
headquarters is nt 58 Sparks 




Paper ami Vinyl Wall Coverings
Paperhanging — Painting 












Metal Drum $a co 
Incinerators
Heavy 2 i’c. Screens ’2.50
AT FLIHT MOTORS SERVICE 
IS OUR BUSINESS
DAN TOMSETT CHECKS THE OIL FOR DONA 
SHEPHERD
FLINT MOTORS LTD
BEACON AT FIFTH 656-1922
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LOW FOOD PRICES 
MAGAZINES NEWS






















PEANUT 48 OZ. HONEY

































KINSMEN SPRING AUCTION APRIL 8lh 
SANSCHA HALL
